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Congratulations on signing up to be a part of the 2017 Hotel Rottnest Port 
to Pub swim. We are thrilled to see so many of you back again following our 
inaugural event in 2016, as well as plenty of first time swimmers, skippers, 
paddlers and support crew.

 We know you’re going to have the most amazing day with the greatest sense 
of personal achievement and team spirit when you arrive at Rottnest Island. 
We want Port to Pub to be a family-friendly, community event, one of great 
competition but also good sportsmanship. We ask you join us in this spirit to 
make it a fantastic day for everyone!

Our extraordinary swimmers

This year, we’re very proud to have some of  Australia’s biggest names in swimming join the hundreds of  
extraordinary people taking the Port to Pub challenge – again proving the ocean is the ultimate leveler and that 
everyone can make the most of  our amazing natural assets. 

In the first instance, Olympic open water swimmer, Jarrod Poort, who competed at the 2016 Rio Olympics, told us 
he would come to WA from New South Wales to compete in the 25-kilometre solo ultra-marathon category. Then, 
three time Olympian and gold medallist Libby Trickett agreed to swim in a team of  four to raise funds and awareness 
for one of  our support charities R U OK?

Our ‘Dream Team’, Olympic and champion pool swimmers Eamon Sullivan, Travis Nederpelt, Adam Lucas, Bobby 
Jovanovich, Jim Piper and Mark Riley (Subiaco Sports Massage Dream Team) have thrown out a challenge to their 
open water counterparts (South Cott Physio Open Water Champions) Rhys Mainstone, Kane Radford, Jessica 
Pengelly and Jaime Bowler, and everyone is set for a fantastic day on the water.

Whether you are a recreational swimmer or Olympic champion, the Port to Pub is about going out there, making 
the most of  Perth’s amazing lifestyle and taking the challenge of  a lifetime. 

We are constantly blown away by some of  the inspirational stories emerging from our swimming community; those 
who have overcome challenges and fears, those who are swimming against the odds and those who are competing 
to raise awareness and funds for a cause. 

For us, the Port to Pub is ‘A Swim For All’ – a challenge anyone can strive to take on and achieve, and we’ll continue 
to work hard to help everyone have a safe and successful crossing, and a great experience.

Welcome and introduction



The word is spreading
We are really pleased to see a lift in the number of  swimmers taking on the 25 km ultra-marathon this year. Special 
mention must go to siblings Samuel, Esther and Luke Smoothy who, together with their dad, Martin, are competing 
in the 25km ultra-marathon swim. 15 year-old Ned Wieland from NSW is using the 25km race as a pre-swim for his 
bid to become the youngest Australian male to swim across the English Channel later in the year.

This year we will proudly present an honour board for our solo swimmers in both categories to be displayed at 
Hotel Rottnest!

We have been pleased to welcome an increased number of  intrastate, interstate and international competitors this 
year and we’re hoping word keeps spreading around the globe about the Port to Pub swim, and that we see many 
more travel to WA to take part!

During the year, Port to Pub joined the Global Swim Series, which is a body 
dedicated to promoting the sport of  open water swimming and increase 
participation in the sport. The GSS now has over 40,000 swimmers in 85 races, 
in 28 countries. The Port to Pub 25km ultra-marathon ties as the longest swim 
in the series along with Swim Across the Sound (USA) and the Kotlin Race 
(Russia).

Just another day in history
Last year we celebrated the 60th anniversary of  the original crossing to Rottnest where seven brave swimmers raced 
across the channel in 1956. The Port to Pub swim pays tribute to, and recreates as closely as possible, that original 
race to Rottnest. 

This year we again celebrate with the 2017 Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub event landing exactly 61 years to the day 
from the original race.

We wish you the very best of  luck with your swim and thank you for supporting us make this a great  
swimming event. 
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Spectators gather at Rottnest Island to greet 
competitors in the first race to Rottnest in 1956

Trevor Seaborn - winner of  the first race to 
Rottnest in 1956

Toby Regan dives into the sea from the Corsair
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The Port to Pub Committee and Volunteers

The Port to Pub Committee includes Ceinwen Roberts 
(President) Jane Munday, Andrew Roberts, Glen Willert 
and Chris Letts. We are dedicated to, and passionate 
about, delivering a safe and enjoyable event. It’s been 
another busy year for our small team but we work with 
fantastic advisors, sponsors, stakeholders, volunteers, 
and our families who support us all the way and put in 
countless hours to help us out.

We are so grateful for the support we’ve received 
from David Bryant from Catalyst Nutrition & Dietetics, 
Lynne Duncan, Tania Willert, Andrew Guilfoyle, Janet 
MacPherson, Andrea Williams, Michael West, Jen 
Schirmer, Carly West, Mike Colling, Katie Glaskin, 
Christian Owen, Simon Bedbrook, Andrew Hunt, Rob 
Goyen, Peter Bell and Dave Trotter.

 

Assisting on the day again will be Fremantle Volunteer 
Sea Rescue Group with rescue and on-water safety to 
ensure all measures are taken to keep participants and 
supporters safe. Fremantle Surf  Lifesaving Club will 
manage water safety at the start of  the event to 1500 
metres. Fremantle Volunteer Sea Rescue Group will 
manage water-based rescue and safety for the remainder 
of  the event, with assistance from City of  Perth Surf  Life 
Saving Club in managing the last 400 metres to the finish 
at Rottnest Island in front of  Hotel Rottnest.

Thanks must also go to the many volunteers helping 
on the day at the start line, on the water ocean and 
at the finish line, and briefing night. Thank you so 
much for being just as much a part of  this event as the 
competitors. We could not run this event without you, 
so from the Committee and on behalf  of  the swimmers, 
thank you for your time and efforts.

We’d also like to take an opportunity to thank our key stakeholders for all their time and 
assistance again this year:

1.  Department of  Transport Marine 
 - Safety Section

2.  Fremantle Ports

3.  Rottnest Island Authority

4.  Fremantle Volunteer Sea Rescue Group

5.  Fremantle Surf  Lifesaving Club

6.  City of  Perth Surf  Life Saving Club

7.  WA Water Police

8.  Rottnest Island rangers

9.  Rottnest Island Nursing Post

10.  St John Ambulance

11.  blueChip Timing

12.  Royal Agricultural Society

The Port to Pub Committee



A message from  
our Naming Rights Partner, Hotel Rottnest
Hotel Rottnest is thrilled to welcome you to the second annual Port to Pub swim.

We are delighted to see the swim grow and it is a pleasure to once again partner with  
such an exciting event.

Congratulations to all the swimmers and support crews for taking on the challenge of  
swimming the Rottnest Channel. The 25km ultra-marathon swimmers are particularly 
inspiring, swimming in what is one of  the longest open water swims in the Southern 
Hemisphere. 

We hope to see the Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub become part of  the world calendar 
for marathon swimming.

We look forward to showcasing Rottnest Island to local, national and international 
swimmers. Enjoy the post-event celebrations at Hotel Rottnest and we look forward 
to seeing you all again next year.

Garry and Peter Prendiville
Prendiville Group

Thanks to our sponsors!

We are proud to present our sponsors for the  

2017 Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 

The sponsors not only make the event happen through funding,  
in-kind sponsorship or private donation, but they bring with them skills 
and expertise that contribute to the success of  the event. We are so 

grateful to our incredible sponsors, many of  which are local businesses. 
We encourage you to say thank you by supporting them in return.
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JAMIE LOH
REAL ESTATE

JAMIE LOH
REAL ESTATE

Naming rights partner 

Premium sponsor

Presenting sponsors
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In 2017 Port to Pub is lending its support to Coastcare and R U OK?, both of which 
undertake extremely important work in our community.

We encourage you to use your swim to raise money and awareness for one or both of  
these organisations. 

If you have another charity you’d like to raise funds for, you can do it through the 
Everyday Hero platform. Go to our website, follow the instructions to set up an Everyday 

Hero account.

Coastcare  - Make your 2017 swim 
count for the future of our turtles

Coastcare groups do an extraordinary job in protecting 
our coasts. The money raised from your swim will be 
directly injected back into coastal and marine projects 
to protect the future of  our precious turtle populations, 
which are currently under threat.

Turtles have existed relatively unchanged for over 100 
million years, swimming freely through our many oceans 
safely and un-threatened. Sadly, many of  our turtle 
populations in Western Australia are now struggling to 
survive.

 
 

A number of  factors have contributed to their decline, 
such as capture by feral animals, destruction of  nesting 
beaches by humans, ocean pollution, oil spills, and 
erosion of  dunes and beaches where turtles lay their 
eggs.

Six of  the world’s seven turtle species reside in these 
waters, including the flatback turtle. Found only in the 
waters around Australia, there are only 20,000 nesting 
female turtles left!

A number of  Coastcare groups in Western Australia 
dedicate themselves to caring and protecting these areas 
so that our marine life, like the flatback turtle, has a place 
to lay their eggs in safe and protected environments.

Make your swim count and swim for the future of  our 
marine life and turtles by supporting Coastcare. 

Fundraising Spotlight
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R U OK? 
Start an important conversation…
Olympian Libby Trickett is diving in to make a difference 
for R U OK? at the 2017 Rottnest Port to Pub, and 
encouraging more people to start life-changing 
conversations. 

Libby says, “Having directly seen the impact of  mental 
health issues - both within my family and also within 
myself  - I know how important it is to stay connected 
with my loved ones. The concept of  R U OK? is 
so simple. Ask the question of  your friends, family, 
colleagues or team mates and listen to the answer. It 
means that you can be plugged in to those closest to 
you, making sure they are coping with life’s challenges. 
I love that something so simple can make such a huge 
impact. That’s why I’ll be taking part in this swim and 
asking for your support. It’s events like these that raise 
awareness and inspire everyone to meaningfully connect 
with people around them and support anyone who 
might be struggling with life.”

 
 

R U OK? aims to: 

• Boost our confidence to meaningfully connect and 
ask about life’s ups and downs

• Encourage us to use A.L.E.C to help navigate a 
conversation: Ask, Listen, Encourage action and 
Check in

• Strengthen our sense of  belonging because we know 
people are there for us

In 1995, much-loved Barry Larkin was far from ok. His 
suicide left family and friends in deep grief  and with 
endless questions. In 2009, his son Gavin Larkin chose to 
champion just one question to honour his father and to 
try and protect other families from the pain his endured. 

You can show your support for Libby and the R U OK? 
team by making a secure online donation. Every dollar 
raised will help R U OK? empower and educate more 
Australians to support friends, families, neighbours and 
colleagues who might be going through tough times.
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The artwork on the participant shirt and the back cover 
of  this booklet  is by Fremantle-based Katie Glaskin. 
Katie is an anthropologist and a painter who began 
to explore linocut printing in 2016. Linocut prints 
(linoprints) are created through carving a design on a 
piece of  lino. The carved lino is inked with a roller and 
either hand-printed or put through a proper printing 
press to create a print which reverses the original image. 
Katie has exhibited her paintings in group exhibitions and 
is currently working towards a solo exhibition.

The idea for the ‘Port to Pub’ linoprint was initially 
inspired by a conversation with Port to Pub Committee 
member Andy Roberts in late 2016 about the 
preparations for the race. Katie thought it would be fun 
to try to make a linoprint to capture the event. Andy 

said it would be great to somehow link the starting and 
ending points of  the race – Leighton Beach and Rottnest. 
The design grew through a further conversation 
with a friend who noted the iconic Dingo Flour mill’s 
association with Leighton Beach and North Fremantle. 
The rest of  the design emerged through thinking about 
these locations and the sea, the swimmers and the 
paddlers that would be making their way from one place 
to the other during the race.

The Port to Pub Committee would like to thank Katie 
for letting it use her wonderful artwork to represent the 
2017 Port to Pub swim.
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Merchandise range

Tshirt 
(Male and Female sizes)

Rugby Top
(Male and Female)

Puffer Vest
(Unisex sizes)

Lightweight Cap 
(One size fits all.  

White and Navy options)

Hooded Tee

Port to Pub’s merchandise range has been especially designed for wear by all age groups 
and across all seasons. It makes a perfect thank you gift for skippers, paddlers, support 
crew, family and friends!

Please check out the sizes and availability on the website.

To order email:  jeffk@kcsports.com.au



Experience one of the most sublime beachfront destinations 

in Western Australia. Hotel Rottnest is a relaxed social institution 

on the idyllic holiday playground of Rottnest Island.

08 9292 5011   ❘   reception@hotelrottnest.com.au   ❘   hotelrottnest.com.au

YOUR ISLAND 
PARADISE
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Event preparation
Team Planning

The boat skipper is in control and responsible for the safety and wellbeing of  the swimmer/s and at all times must 
follow all event rules and be aware of  fellow skippers and their swimmers.

A. Setting the course: your skipper sets the course, and your paddler and swimmers must follow that course.

B. Efficient navigation: be prepared, plan and chart the course prior to the event.

C. Team procedures: 

• Confirm the start time of  your wave; contact the starting swimmer on the morning of  the swim. Also 
discuss identification issues such as how your paddler will find your swimmer(s), and how your support 
boat will keep track of  your paddler and swimmer(s) and how the support boat will find the paddler  
and swimmer. 

• Calculate approximately how long it will take your swimmer to reach the TAMS Tugboat at the 1500 
metre mark, depending on his/her ability. Calculating your swimmer speed is particularly important for 
25km ultra-marathon swimmers and support crew due to waiting for the swimmer to complete the 5km 
loop before collecting at the 1000m from shore (green buoy).

• Practice paddling alongside your swimmer(s). Get to know their style and stroke so you can easily 
identify them. 

• Make a decision regarding the rotation of  your swimmers and how long each swimmer will swim for, 
depending on level of  ability. 

• Prepare a list of  food and fluid you’ll need for day. 

D. Practise before event day: this includes hand signals with support crew and, importantly, getting in and out of  
the boat during swimmer rotation.

E. Allocate roles for support crew. You’ll need a spotter to assist the skipper in conducting changeover. A second 
person is needed to maintain visual contact with your swimmer, and other swimmers in close proximity to 
the support boat. Maintain awareness of  the health and condition of  your swimmer(s). Look out for signs and 
symptoms of  swimmer illness and deterioration, including hypothermia and cramp.

F.  Make sure you / your team is aware of  the race cut off times (listed in this booklet)

G. Ensure you know the procedures around withdrawing from the event (see event general rules)
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Well known Western Australian swimmer and veteran of swimming the Rottnest 
Channel, Andrew Hunt, developed the App for Port to Pub swimmers and spectators to 
follow their progress and that of others. Spectators will be able to type in their team’s 
race number to see where they are on the field, and where they are coming in their 
category, as well as pace.

Instructions for downloading and installing the Port to Pub app for iPhone and iPad

The Port to Pub app is free to download and can be used by both a swimmers crew, to share your location during 
the swim, and by friends and family for tracking your location during the swim.   The app also works will on an iPad 
with a data SIM.

To install and configure the app follow these simple steps:

1. Download the Port to Pub from the iPhone App Store  

2. Run the Port to Pub app. You will see the dashboard page, which has some useful information for your crew 
including how far you are from the start and finish of  the swim.  If  you are sharing your location (instructions 
below) the time you last shared your location will be shown at the bottom left of  this page.

3. The Map page shows a map of  the area between Leighton and Rottnest with swimmer icons, colour coded 
for the different categories. You can see where the other swimmers are, and if  you are sharing your location, 
you can check that your location is reaching the map. Normally the map should automatically refresh, but if  
it doesn’t you can press the Refresh button to fetch the latest swimmer positions. To move the map to your 
current location, and track your movements, you can press the arrow icon at the top left.

4. The options page is where you can configure your swimmer details, and switch ON and OFF sharing your 
location

Swim tracker app



1. If  you are a swimmer (or swimmers crew) and want to share your location, configure the settings as follows:

a. Enter your swimmer (or team) number. Do not enter anything else here or it will not work. Just your 
number (e.g. 45, or 126, or 56 etc).  Note if  you don’t have a swimmer number but desperately want 
to test the system, then please use one of  the test swimmer numbers in the range 700 to 800

b. Choose your swimmer or team type.

c. Enter your team name or your name if  you are a Solo

d. Choose a sharing frequency (1 minute is a good default)

e.  Switch Sharing ON to start sharing your location

2. The Port to Pub app should now share your location with other Port to Pub apps whenever the Sharing is 
switched to ON and the phone has a phone signal. You should check that you can see a swimmer icon with your 
number on it at your current location on the map page.  You should also check on another iPhone or iPad that 
you can see the same swimmer icon.

3. After testing that the tracking works, you can switch sharing to OFF, and then instruct your crew on how it 
works.  On the day of  your swim, your crew can switch sharing ON at the beginning of  the swim, and switch it 
OFF at the end.  They should also monitor whether it is working either by checking  
the map page in the app, or asking someone with another copy of  the app to see if  they can see your location

Note that you can answer incoming calls, and the app will keep transmitting. You can also run other apps and the 
app will keep transmitting. 

Also note that you do not need to leave the screen running, you can press the button on the top of  your iPhone to 
save battery life and the app will continue to send location updates.

The Port to Pub app is optimized to minimize the use of  power, but it still uses more power than if  you don’t have 
the app running.  

In testing with a full battery charge the phone has lasted for up to 12 hours.  However, if  possible you should use a 
source of  extra power, like an iPhone battery extender, or if  your boat has a 12V power source, a car charger to top 
up the power during the swim. 

Also remember to switch sharing OFF at the end of  the swim so that the app will stop sending your location to the 
web page and stop using your phone’s battery.
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For the Support Boat

• VHF Radio – on Channel 77 for the duration of  the event

• Personal flotation devices on board and other required safety equipment

• Department of  Transport skipper information

• Port to Pub skipper lanyard

• Flag/light/balloons for paddler and swimmer and paddler to easily identify the boat. For solos it will still be dark 
so lights are best

• Towels and warm clothes in case you end up on the boat

• Swimmer food and drinks – take more than enough! Label it clearly for support crew. Make sure you have a 
food plan written out for your crew to follow

• Food and drinks for support crew

• Medication you may require – – Voltaren/Nurofen. Take seasickness tablets BEFORE the race starts if  you 
require them.  Notify support crew of  your medical needs

• Stop watch – one that can measure your stroke rate is great! Otherwise one support crew should be in charge 
of  your food stop timings

• Spare Goggles

• Stingose/ ice packs/antihistamines if  you are prone to reactions

• Port to Pub handbook on board for the crew to refer to

• Boat number

• Skipper lanyard

• Camera/video camera 

• Your phone (and charger)

• Binoculars

• First aid kit

• Change of  clothes for the finish 

• Flares

Checklist - Solo swimmers
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For solo swimmer on the start line

• Swim suit 

• Suncream /Zinc (Invisible Zinc is great)

• Coloured Zinc/lights so your paddler can identify you

• Goggles and spares

• Cap with your number on it

• Seasickness medication

• Wool fat/Vasoline/Glide – available from pharmacies

• Organise someone to drop you and your paddler at the beach and to take your clothes

• Water bottle – stay hydrated before, during and after the race!

• Phone to contact boat and make sure your skipper and support boat and paddler are on time

• Warm clothes for before the event

For your paddler

• Make sure you have discussed with your paddler which side you would prefer them to paddle on, any hand 
signals you will use, and any motivational tips for you (eg: do you like to be yelled at, sung to, given inspirational 
quotes?!)

• Bright clothing/lights/hat to help the swimmer and the boat identify the paddler

• Sunglasses with a strap

• Hat and sun cream (put cream on your feet, paddlers!)

• Wetsuit/rash vest (it can be cold at the start especially if  you fall in)

• Stickers with number for the ski

• Blue wristband for access to the recovery area
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For the boat

• VHF Radio – on Channel 77 for the duration of  the event

• Personal flotation devices on board and other required safety equipment

• Department of  Transport skipper information

• Port to Pub skipper lanyard

• Big flag/balloons for paddler and swimmer to easily identify the boat 

• Towels get really wet and heavy as you continue to dry yourself. Pack a chamois or a microfiber/ absorbent 
towels and a big warm jacket to wrap around you each time 

• Food and drinks – pack plenty! Make sure it’s labeled easily for support crew to know it’s your water, sports 
drink, coconut water. A Coke is always good to have for the final swim!

• Food and drinks for support crew – fruit, muffins, sandwiches, biscuits. Grapes and watermelon are always good

• Medication you may require – Voltaren/Nurofen. Take seasickness tablets BEFORE the race starts if  you  
require them

• Stop watch – one that can measure your stroke rate is great! Otherwise one support crew member should be in 
charge of  timing your changeovers

• Spare goggles

• Stingose/ ice packs/antihistamines

• Suncream/Zinc

• Port to Pub handbook on board for the crew to refer to (and you can look up who other teams are when you 
pass them!)

• Boat number

• Skipper lanyard

• Camera/video camera 

• Your phone (give it to your crew to have on the boat if  you are leaving from the beach. Make sure your support 
crew on the beach has a phone that you can call the boat crew with from the start)

• Binoculars

• First aid kit

• Bag of  clothes for the finish on the island

Checklist - Teams
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For swimmer starting off the beach

• Swim suit 

• Suncream /Zinc (Invisible zinc is great), plus coloured zinc for your arms so your paddler can spot you at the 
start

• Goggles and spares (goggles have been known to break before the start!)

• Port to Pub swim cap

• Seasickness medication

• Wool fat/Vasoline/Glide – all available from pharmacies

• Organise someone to drop you and your paddler at the beach and to take your clothes. Be aware, the car park 
will get very busy with people being dropped off, so allow plenty of  time!

• Water bottle

• Phone to contact boat and make sure the boat’s on the way!

• Warm clothes for before event

For your paddler

• Information on preparation and safety precautions

• Bright clothing/lights/hat to help the swimmer and boat identify the paddler

• Sunglasses with a strap

• Hat and suncream

• Wetsuit/rash vest (it can be cold at the start especially if  you fall in)

• Number stickers for the ski

• Camel back water bottle

• Wearing a personal floatation device is recommended. Carrying a personal flotation device on board the 
support boat is mandatory

• The Department of  Transport Marine Safety Section has exempted paddlers from carrying safety equipment in 
the 2017 Port to Pub

• Blue wristband for access to the recovery area
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 BUSINESS APPAREL
 SPORT & CLUB UNIFORMS
 HI VIS & WORKWEAR
 PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
 EVENT MERCHANDISE

W: www.kcsports.com.au
P: (08) 9244 1221

Contact us
E: kcsports@kcsports.com.au

WA Family Owned & Operated since 1981

Specialising in Uniform 
& Branding Solutions

Visit us
Showroom: 7 Burgay Court, Osborne Park WA
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Support boat skipper information

• Follow transport protocols on your way to the 
event. It will be dark, so have correct lighting. Allow 
plenty of  time due to boat traffic

• Boats should be in the holding zone for 30 minutes

• It is recommended skippers become members of  
Fremantle Volunteer Sea Rescue Group https://
www.searescue.com.au/membership.php 

• Boat skippers can accurately plot the 2017 courses 
via the GPX file located on our website, http://
porttopub.com.au/p/skippers-and-paddlers. In 
order to import the GPX file, please consult your 
chartplotter/GPS system user manual, or through 
online information sources

• All skippers must hold and be in possession of  
recreational skipper’s ticket, or similar valid licence

• All support craft and tenders must have a valid 
licence and registration

• Support vessels must be 5-12 metres in length (if  the 
support vessel is under this length then the vessel is 
required to only carry the number of  pax as stated 
on the vessel’s compliance plate. The support vessel 
needs to make allowances for a skipper, paddler, 
water craft, spotter, support crew, swimmer/s) 
and tenders must be greater than 3.75 metres. 
Vessels of  10m and over are advised to stay south 
of  the channel and of  the main fleet. Competitors 
using a support boat and tender must register both 
vessels to travel more than 5 nautical miles offshore. 
Tenders must have all safety equipment on board. 
(See www.dot.wa.gov.au)

Support Boat Communications

• All Traffic, including emergencies and 
mayday calls: 77VHF. Mayday or Pan-Pan calls. 
Urgent messages such as a swimmer requiring 
medical assistance of  any kind

• General Traffic includes calls to locate a swimmer, 
breakdown and general announcements from the 
Race Day Emergency Team (navigation warning etc.) 

• All boats need to keep within an 8-knot speed limit 
and stay 5-10 metres from their swimmer

• Boats withdrawing from the event must be at least 
200 metres from the race channel and main fleet 
before increasing speed past 8 knots

• Support craft with single engines must be in neutral 
during the exchange of  swimmers and they should 
not circle towards others swimmer’s paths during 
pickups 

• Support craft with twin engines must switch both 
engines off completely during swimmer exchange

• Boats should not go astern at all. However, skippers 
can use reverse thrust to stop the forward way of  
their boat, to avoid swimmer, paddler or vessel 
collision. This must be done in a controlled manner 
with the skipper checking it is all clear directly 
behind his boat before acting

• Extreme caution should be used when picking up 
swimmers and paddlers. Solo swimmers have right 
of  way and interference should be avoided at all cost

• Swimmers and boat crew must monitor the engines 
during swimmer exchange

• All support boats must carry a marine VHF radio 
and have DoT mandatory equipment for vessels 
traveling more than 5 nautical miles from the 
mainland shore. Please note 27MHz channels will 
not be monitored as part of  this event. Skippers 
must supply their marine radio call sign and a 
support boat mobile phone number and FVSRG 
membership number, if  applicable 

• Port to Pub recommends all vessels have a propeller 
guard

Skipper preparation



Austral Fisheries  Level 4, 50 Oxford Close, West Leederville WA,  AUSTRALIA, 6007
Office: +61 (8) 9217 0100  |  Mobile: +61 449 559 095
Email: austral@australfisheries.com.au   www.australfisheries.com.au  

Austral Fisheries is Australia’s largest commercial fishing company based in Perth 
operating a fleet of vessels across Northern Australia catching Skull Island Tiger Prawns and 
the highly prized Glacier 51 Toothfish in Australia’s sub-Antarctic. Our wild caught seafood is 
certified sustainable by the Marine Stewardship Council and recently certified Carbon Neutral 
which is a world first.

We care about our people, the fish we catch, and the environment.

17046_AustralFisheries_A4Advert_MAR2017_FINAL.indd   1 13/3/17   3:59 pm
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Propeller Guards – WA suppliers

• Support craft, paddlers and swimmers will 
be advised of  commercial vessels expected 
to pass through the field by FVSRG via radio 
communications and FVSRG vessels on the water.

• Support craft and tenders must carry all required 
safety equipment and a first aid kit (see below and 
also www.dot.wa.gov.au)

• Skippers need to submit a marine incident report 
form to the Department of  Transport Marine 
Safety Section within 48 hours of  it occurring. It is 
the skipper’s responsibility to submit the relevant 
reports to the DoT. 

• To determine how many people are legally 
permitted on board please refer to the Department 
of  Transport requirements, or refer to your boat 
builders plate.

• Your boat must be licensed to carry your whole 
team including, swimmer, paddler(s) and all support 
crew. Refer to the Department of  Transport’s rules 
on boat size and occupants.

Support Boat Safety Equipment

All support boats must be equipped with all required 
mandatory marine safety and emergency equipment as 
per the WA Navigable Water regulations listed below

1. Recreational Skippers Ticket

2. Marine Radio VHF only (NB: MHz will not be 
monitored for this event)

3. Bilge Pump/Bailer 
• Boats greater than 7 metres must have 

bilge pump fitted

• Boats less than 7 metres must have bilge 
pump or bailer bucket if  bilge pump not 
fitted 
 
 

4. Fire Extinguisher

5. Anchor and line

6. Lifejacket one life jacket (PFD type1) for each 
person on board including all swimmer and 
paddlers

7. Orange flares a minimum of  two hand held 
orange flares

8. Parachute flares a minimum two parachute 
distress rocket flares

9. All boats must carry a compliant EPIRB if  
proceeding more than two nautical miles from 
the mainland shore 

10. See www.dot.wa.gov.au for more information

Support Boat – Recommended 
additional safety equipment

11. A first aid kit is recommended, carrying a 
remedy for seasickness and Stingose, or 
something similar

12. High protection sunscreen

13. A sharp knife

14. Rope is useful for towing and various purposes

15.  A good supply of  fresh water supply is essential, 
with the risk of  sun and salt causing dehydration 

16. Alternative power - spare outboard oars or 
paddle to assist in case of  power failure

17. A torch to use in emergency situation and 
checking bilges

18. Heliograph mirror signalling device - a mirror to 
reflect sun’s rays to shore and other vessels

19. Tool kit

20. Blanket, towels, sleeping bags, plastic sheets 
to keep swimmers warm and to manage 
hypothermia

JUST PROPELLERS WA 
Unit 1/4 Leeway Court 
Osborne Park WA  6017 
Email:    sales@propellers.com.au 
Phone:  1300 4 PROPS / 1300 477677 
Web:      http://www.propellers.com.au

RIB RESCUE 
RIB Repair House 
Unit 4, 12 Zeta Cres 
O’Connor WA  6163 
Email:     info@ribrescue.com.au 
Phone: (08) 9244 9515 / 0402 298 826



Event parking, skipper  
and swimmer drop-off
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Swimmers

There is extremely limited parking in the vicinity of  the event and we advise that swimmers and paddlers are 
dropped off at the event.

There are public carparks to the north and south of  Fremantle Surf  Lifesaving Club. Traffic management will be in 
place to direct you on the day. 

Swimmers must not be dropped by support boats at Leighton Beach, Fremantle. Swimmers should be in contact 
with their support craft to ensure the boats are in the holding area ~45 minutes before their swimmer’s allocated 
wave start time.

Paddlers
5:30am-7:00am: A ski drop off area

Paddlers, please drop your skis off at the Middle car park south of  Fremantle Surf  Lifesaving Club, between Coast 
Port Beach and Vlamingh Parkland.

Swimmer registration, sign-on and start channel

All solo swimmers, and the duo and team starting swimmers must present themselves for registration and sign on 
by collecting a timing strap from the registration desk at least 45 minutes before their allocated wave start time. 
Registrations will close 30 minutes before your wave start.

Your coloured swimming cap is included in your registration pack. It will have your race number on it. 

The swimmer wearing the timing strap must walk over the start mat to start their race. You need to do the same at 
the end of  the race to get a finishing time so you MUST keep your timing strap on.

The start of  each wave will be signalled by air horn. The event PA announcer will commence the countdown to start 
five minutes before each wave.

The event

©
 Peta N

orth
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Categories

1. Austral Fisheries 25km  
ultra-marathon race

2. K&L Gates solo race

3. Rottnest Express duo race

4. KC Sports Teams of four

5. KC Sports Teams of six

The Port to Pub has the following age group categories for competing duos and teams. Your age group is calculated 
on the MEAN age of  all participants.

Category Minimum Age

Juvies 14-17
Invincibles 18-29
Prime 30-39
Vintage 40-49
Veterans 50-59
Legends 60+
ASSISTED for any of  the above and the solo. The 
25km swim cannot be an assisted swim

Wetsuit only
Not classed as a ratified Channel swim

Age Limits and Qualifying Swims
All solo swimmers must provide evidence of  a qualifying swim in the registration form. 

Teams of  two, four and six: by signing and returning Port to Pub’s Terms and Conditions, you acknowledge you can 
swim the qualifying swim distances stipulated by Port to Pub.

Category Minimum Age Qualifying Swim

Solo 25km 14 years 

10km under 4 hours 15 mins within 
a two year timeframe prior to the 
event date.
OR
Solo Rottnest Channel crossing (Port 
to Pub or RCS) in last 2 years.

Solo 19.75km 14 years 

10km under 4 hours 15 mins within 
a two year timeframe prior to the 
event date.
OR
Solo Rottnest Channel crossing (Port 
to Pub or RCS) in last 2 years.

Duo 13 years with parental consent

2.5km within a two year timeframe 
prior to the event date.
OR
Rottnest Channel solo or duo 
crossing (Port to Pub or RCS) 
completed in last 2 years.

Team of  4 13 years with parental consent
1.25km within a two year timeframe 
prior to the event date.

Team of  6 13 years with parental consent 
1.25km within a two year timeframe 
prior to the event date.
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Prizes

Cash prizes will be awarded as follows to first, second and third solo swim place getters, and first and second place 
getters in the team categories.

Prizes will also be awarded to the winners of  age group categories.

Other spot prizes to be given at the event.

CASH PRIZES 1st 2nd 3rd

Austral Fisheries Solo 25km (M & F) $800 $400 $200

K&L Gates Solo 19.75km (M & F) $600 $300 $150

Rottnest Express Duo (M, F & Mixed) $300 $150

KC Sports Teams of  4 (M, F & Mixed) $300 $150

KC Sports Teams of  6 (M, F & Mixed) $300 $150

Solo Wetsuit Orca Wetsuit Orca Wetsuit

Licence Plates

We are continuing negotiations with the Department of  Transport over making licence plates available for Port to 
Pub 25km ultra-marathon and Port to Pub 19.75km solo participants. We will keep solo swimmers updated as to 
their availability. Licences plates will be purchased by swimmers at their own expense.

Wave Start Times and Cap Colours

Wave Number Start Time Cap Colour Category Race No.

1 6:20am Yellow
Solo 25km (Male and 

Female)
0-49

2 6:30am Blue
Solo 19.75km (Male 

and Female)
101-199

3 6:40am Green
Duo (Male, Female 

and Mixed)
201-299

4 6:50am Pink Teams of  4 (Mixed) 401-599

5 7:00am Pink
Teams of  4 (Male 

and Female)
401-599

6 7:10am Orange
Teams of  6 (Male, 

Female, Mixed)
601-699

Race Official Vessels

The Race Officials’ boats will be identified with signage. Any direction from a Race Official must be strictly followed 
at all times. Boat skippers are in charge of  their boats and swimmers risk on-the-spot fines from the Department of  
Transport for not following instructions. Race Officials’ decisions are final. 



SCOTT PRINT [noun] 1979 

environmental advocates, supporters of the 
community, local folk, fabulous printers, here to help 
from beginning to end on your next print project.

Proudly sponsoring and swimming in the Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub.



Important information

Event Cancellation

The event is dependent on good weather conditions. The Race Committee and the Race Director have the 
responsibility to cancel the event if  adverse weather conditions occur. All participants will be notified of  a 
cancellation, and no swimmer or team is to disregard this decision. No refunds will be issued if  the event is 
cancelled, however, all swimmers will be given the right to compete in the following year’s event. In the event of  a 
cancellation, swimmers will be notified of  cancellation of  the event through their skipper who will receive an SMS 
on the morning of  the swim and notified by organisers via VHF Channel 77. Updates will go out via social media 
channels. PA announcer will also broadcast any cancellation of  the event. 

Weather-Rating Matrix

A weather rating matrix is used to help determine whether the event is safe to start or continue with consultation 
with the Bureau of  Meteorology, Fremantle Volunteer Sea Rescue Group, Department of  Transport and the 
Fremantle Port.

Insurance

The event has limited insurance cover for the event. The Race Committee does not accept liability for personal or 
property damage resulting from your participation in the event. We strongly recommend that all participants ensure 
that they are adequately insured for the risks present on the day of  the event.

Terms and conditions

All participants must print and sign the Terms and Conditions form. Please bring your signed copy to the Event 
Briefing. Alternatively scan the signed copy and send it to info@porttopub.com.au

All under 18s must return an additional signed parental/guardian consent form.

All forms can be downloaded on the Port to Pub website.

Joining Fremantle Volunteer Sea Rescue Group

We recommend all skippers participating in the Port to Pub register with Fremantle Sea Rescue which is operating 
search and rescue for the event. FVSRG will add all skipper and boat details into its database. On the day it means it 
is able to locate missing or troubled vessels (and therefore crew) much more easily and quickly. It will then quickly 
have to hand skipper contact details and other information as well. 

Presentation of Prizes

Prizes will be presented at the Rottnest Hotel at 5:00pm.
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The start channel

Support boat holding areas

1. Prior to the start of  their swimmers wave, 
support boat will be required to wait in a holding 
area, north and south of  swimming exclusion 
channel.

2. North will be 600 metres north of  the start 
channel (adjacent railway pedestrian bridge)

3. South will be 600 metres south of  the start 
channel adjacent the (Coast Port Beach 
restaurant)

4. Support boats may choose which holding area to 
wait at and should be in position waiting to enter 
either north or south of  the holding area, 45 
minutes before their swimmer’s allocated wave 
start time.

5. The support boats must have their marine radios 
on and tuned to VHF channel 77. The boat 
coordinator will call support boats to the front 
of  the holding area 15 minutes before swimmers’ 
wave start time. 

6. Race Official boats will patrol along the holding 
areas to ensure support boats maintain position 
behind the buoys.

Paddlers

Paddlers must leave the shore only from the designated 
paddle craft departure point located on the south of  the 
start channel (refer to map). Paddlers must observe and 
follow their swimmer’s allocated wave start time.

Paddle craft may only enter the start channel to meet 
their swimmer after the 500m buoys (two large white 
buoys). Paddlers can arrange to meet their swimmer at 
either the north or south 500m buoys (white).

Paddlers for the 25km ultra-marathon have a designated 
meeting point to collect their swimmer ‘Ultra-Marathon 
Paddle craft holding zone’. This is located on the ocean 
side of  the ‘25km turn buoy 1&3’ (see map). Paddlers 
are advised to collect their swimmer after the first turn 
and accompany their swimmer around the 5km loop. 
You should consider providing all swimmer nutrition/
fluids before meeting up with the support boat at the 
1000m from shore buoy after the 5km loop (two large 
green buoys). 

 

Support boats must not accompany 25km ultra-
marathon swimmers around the 5km loop; this is solely 
the paddlers’ role.

Practice paddling alongside your swimmer. Get to know 
their style and stroke so you can easily identify them. 

After the event, paddlers are welcome to join swimmers 
in the recovery area located in Hotel Rottnest. You will 
need to wear the wrist band supplied in the briefing bag 
for access to this area.

Support boats

After moving to the front of  the holding area as directed 
by the boat coordinator on VHF channel 77, the boat 
coordinator will then advise the support boat to move 
from the front of  the holding area to the start channel.

Support boats moving from the holding area to start 
channel should avoid mixing with the previous wave 
support boats leaving the start channel area.

Support boats may only meet up with their swimmer 
after the 1000 metre buoys (two green buoys).

Unaccompanied swimmers must not proceed beyond 
the 1500 metre TAMS Tugboat.

25km ultra-marathon skippers need to plan with their 
swimmer the approximate time it will take for the 
swimmer to complete the 5km loop, and to reach the 
1000m from shore buoys (two green buoys).

Skippers should plan to arrive in a holding zone 45 
minutes before their swimmer is expected to arrive 
at the 1000m from shore collection point (two green 
buoys).

Misplaced (unaccompanied) swimmer
A large tugboat (TAMS Tugboat) will be anchored at the 
1500 metre mark. Unaccompanied swimmers must swim 
to the TAMS Tugboat, tread water and must not go beyond 
the 1500 metre vessel.

If  the swimmer has not been joined by their support boat 
after 20 minutes, they will be returned to Leighton Beach.

Once the support boat has been located, swimmers and 
paddlers may proceed beyond the TAMS Tugboat. No duo 
or team member swimmer changeovers are to take place in 
the first 1500 metres for safety reasons. 



Not to scale
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Channel buoys the direct course (Refer to full course map)

Buoys will be placed at the 4km, 7km, 10km, 11km, 12km, 13km, 14km, 15km, 16km and 17km marking the most 
direct course line. 

There will also be red coloured buoys to the north of  the rhumb line at the 10km, 14km, 17km marks. Swimmers 

must remain south of  these buoys.

Channel buoys for the 25km ultra-marathon course (Refer to full course map)

Ultra-marathon swimmers will swim out to the ‘ultra-marathon turn-buoy 1&3’ (pink buoy) and make a 90 degrees 
clockwise turn. Swimmers will head north for 2.5km staying on the western side of  the course until the large  
‘ultra-marathon 2.5km turn buoy 2’ (pink buoy). Competitors will make a 180 degree clockwise turn and return 
to the south for 2.5km staying on the eastern side of  the course until the ‘ultra-marathon turn buoy 1&3’ (pink 
buoy). Competitors make a 90 degree clockwise turn and proceed along the direct course to the finish line at Hotel 
Rottnest. 

Buoys will be placed at the 9km, 12km, 15km, 16km, 17km, 18km, 19km, 20km, 21km, and up until the 22km 
marking the most direct course line. The final 3 km of  marker buoys are shown in the map of  the finishing channel 
below 

There are buoys (red) placed north of  the rhumb line at 15km, 19km, 22km marks. Swimmers must remain south of  
these buoys at all times.
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19.75 km course 25 km course Buoy Colour Latitude Longitude

START START -32.02871 115.74757

2.5km turn buoy 2 Pink -32.00400 115.74855

4km 9km Orange -32.02124 115.70615

7km 12km Yellow -32.01563 115.67508

10km Austral Fisheries 
buoy

15km Orange -32.01001 115.64402

10km North Boundary
10km North 

Boundary
Red -32.00648 115.64491

11km 16km Yellow -32.00814 115.63367

12km 17km Orange -32.00626 115.62332

13km 18km Yellow -32.00439 115.61297

14km 19km Orange -32.00251 115.60262

14km North Boundary
14km North 

Boundary
Red -31.99986 115.60328

15km 20km Yellow -32.00063 115.59226

16km 21km Orange -31.99875 115.58191

17km 22km Yellow -31.99687 115.57156

17km North Boundary
17km North 

Boundary
Red -31.99509 115.57199

18km 23km Orange -31.99686 115.56098

19km Austral Fisheries 
Buoys

24km Yellow -31.99670 115.55040

FINISH FINISH -31.99766 115.54258

Course details
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Finish channel buoys

18km/23km Buoy, (Phillip Rock): A large (orange) buoy will be set adjacent to Phillip Rock to form 
a gate and mark the northern boundary (NB: this is not the rhumb line) at approximate, Latitude 
31 99686 S Longitude 115 56098 E. The cut-off time for this location is 4:15pm.

18.2km, 18.4km, 18.6km, 18.8km buoys: Pink markers buoys indicate the rhumb line every 200m 
to intersect the 19km Gate (2 x yellow buoys)

19km/24km Austral Fisheries gate: Two large (yellow) buoys marked (19km/24km [No Boats]) 
is set to form a target for swimmers to pass through. All duo and team members may enter the 
water and continue together at this point.

All support boats must depart from their swimmer(s) once they have reached this point and peel 
off either to the north or south of  the finish channel and allow the swimmer(s) to continue with 
their paddler. The cut off time for this location is 4:45pm.

19.1km, 19.2km, 19.3km buoys: Between the 19km gate and the final 400m Swim Channel, there 
are directional pink marker buoys at 19.1km and 19.2km. At 19.3km, there will be large inflatable 
welcome billboards to aim for. If  the swimmers pass through these directional marker buoy gates 
and inflatable banners they will reach the entrance to the final 400m Swim Channel.

Final 400m swim channel: A gate formed by two large inflatable billboards will form a gate to mark 
the start of  the 400-metre swim channel, all swimmers must pass through. Paddlers for solos may 
accompany swimmers to the beach. Paddlers of  teams and duos peel away at the 400m billboards. 

Swimmers must swim between the marked float lines for the last 400 metres. Swimmers should be 
careful through the mooring area and throughout Thomson Bay.

Paddlers must return craft to boat or drag craft to a safe spot high up onto the beach to collect. 
Boats are to drop off support crew who wish to stay on the Island at the fuel jetty, and then moor 
or return to Perth.

Swimmers, support crew and paddlers should organise a spot to meet once the race is complete.

Rottnest Island approach
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Cut–off times have been set along the course. All swimmers that do not meet the  
cut-off times, including solos, will be immediately disqualified from the race. Swimmers 
can choose to return to the mainland, or continue to Rottnest Island. These times have 
been set in the best interests of the health and safety of swimmers.

If instructed by Race Officials, swimmers must leave the water and return to their 
support vessel.

Swimmer cut-off times – 19.75km direct course

Location 19.75km Course Marker Buoy/s Cut-off Times

1.5km TAMS Tugboat TAMS Tugboat 08.50am

10km Austral Fisheries Orange 12.00pm

15km Yellow 02.50pm

18km Orange 04.15pm

19km Austral Fisheries Yellow 04.45pm

Finish Line Rottnest Island 05.00pm

Swimmer cut-off times 25km ultra-marathon course

Location 19.75km Course Marker Buoy/s Cut-off Times

6.5km TAMS Tugboat TAMS Tugboat 08.50am

15km Orange 12.00pm

20km Yellow 02.50pm

23km Orange 04.15pm

24km Yellow 04.45pm

Finish Line Rottnest Island 05.00pm

Swimmer safety and cut off times
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Swimmer changeover

The key people involved in the safe management of  solo, 
duo, and teams of  4 and 6 – the boat skipper and any 
team spotters.

Swimmer responsibilities: Swimmers must clearly tag the 
next swimmer by slapping hands above the water.

Skipper responsibilities: during changeover, skippers 
of  boats with single propellers must put their boat 
into neutral and only engage them when instructed by 
the spotter. Skippers of  boats with double outboards 
must turn the engine completely off before taking the 
swimmer on board.

• Support craft with single engines must be in neutral 
during the exchange of  swimmers and they should 
not circle towards others swimmers’ paths during 
pickups. 

• Support craft with twin engines must switch both 
engines off completely during swimmer exchange

• Boats should not go astern at all. However, skippers 
can use reverse thrust to stop the forward way of  
their boat, to avoid swimmer, paddler or vessel 
collision. This must be done in a controlled manner 
with the skipper checking it is all clear directly 
behind his boat before acting.

• Extreme caution should be used when picking up 
swimmers and paddlers. Solo swimmers have right 
of  way and interference should be avoided at all 
cost.

The spotter’s responsibility is to provide assistance to 
the skipper to ensure safe changeover and ensure the 
safety of  other swimmers and support craft.

Swimmers are encouraged and recommended for safety 
reasons to swim a minimum of  one minute before 
changeover to avoid risks associated with changeovers in 
congested areas.

No duo or team member swimmer changeovers are to 
take place in the first 1500 metres for safety reasons.

 
 

Swimmer sign-off

The swimmer wearing the timing strap must pass 
through the arch and over the finish mat to record the 
finish time. Other duo and team members may pass 
through the arch but this is not compulsory. The swim-
mers must proceed to the sign-off finishing tent, return 
their timing strap and have their race number recorded. 

Swimmers may have their photograph taken by the 
official event photographer.

Timing straps must be returned before 5:00pm, and a 
lost timing strap, or strap not handed in, will incur a $40 
fee by blueChip Timing. 

At 5:00pm, race officials will reconcile all entries to 
identify those who have not finished/crossed over the 
finish mat.

These entrants will be called on marine radio VHF 
channel 77. 

Qualified medical personnel in the first aid tent will be 
available to check the conditions of  the swimmers post 
event. 
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1. FINA Rules for open water swimming apply to 
and 25km ultra-marathon, in regards to swim 
suits, feeding, drafting.

2. Solos (19.75km only), duos, teams of  4 and 
teams of  6 swim categories may swim with 
assistance (wetsuit), but will not be recorded as 
ratified swims.

3. Registrations close 30 minutes prior to your 
wave start. If  you are not registered by this time 
you will not be permitted to start the race.  Each 
solo swimmer and one swimmer from each duo 
or team will collect their timing band to be worn 
on the left ankle for the entire duration of  the 
race

4. All team swimmers must have completed at 
least 1.25km open water swim within a two year 
timeframe prior to the event date (25 March 
2017). 

5. All duo swimmers must have completed at 
least a 2.5km open water swim within a two 
year timeframe prior to the event date, or have 
completed a solo or duo Rottnest Channel 
crossing (Port to Pub or Rottnest Channel Swim) 
in the last two years.

6. All solo swimmers must have completed a 10km 
open water swim in less than 4 hours 15 minutes 
within a two year time frame prior to the event 
date, or have completed a solo Rottnest Channel 
crossing (Port to Pub or Rottnest Channel Swim) 
in the last 2 years to enter. Solo swimmers 
must show evidence of  a qualifying swim via the 
registration form or by emailing info@porttopub.
com.au with a link to results, or other form of  
evidence.

7. All 25km ultra-marathon swimmers must 
complete a 10km open water swim in less than 
4 hours 15 minutes within a two year time frame 
prior to the event date, or have completed 
a Rottnest Channel crossing (Port to Pub or 
Rottnest Channel Swim) in the last 2 years to 
enter. 25km ultra-marathon swimmers must 
show evidence of  a qualifying swim in their 
registration form.

8. The minimum age of  all swimmers at the date 
of  the swim is 13 years, in accordance with WA 
Swimming and Swimming Australia rules.

a. 13 year olds can only compete in duo and 
team events of  the Port to Pub, and must have 
parental or guardian consent to take part in the 
event.

b. All 13 year old (and above) duo swimmers must 
meet a qualification of  being able to swim 2.5km 
or more, as per the event Terms and Conditions.

c. All solo swimmers must be at least 14 years 
of  age at the time of  the event. All 14 year old 
(and above) swimmers must show proof  of  
having completed a 10 kilometre open water 
swim previously in 4 hours 15 minutes or less to 
qualify for the event.

d. All swimmers under 18 years of  age must have 
parent or guardian consent to participate in the 
event. All solo swimmers must have completed 
the qualifying standards and must have been 
formally accepted by the race officials.

9. Upon completion of  the online registration as 
a solo/duo/team, all participants are required 
to sign a form to say they’ve seen, and agree to, 
the event’s Terms and Conditions. Participants 
must return the form to the Port to Pub 
organisers. A form to sign and return is located 
at the end of  the event’s Terms and Conditions 
and on the Port to Pub website under ‘Rules & 
Registrations.’

10. Swimmers and paddlers must be accompanied 
by a support boat. A paddler is recommended. 
Stand up paddle boards are not allowed.

11. All swimmers will have their race number on 
their arms for the event. Number tattoos are 
provided through your registration in your 
swimmer bags.

12. You must be officially registered to swim the 
Port to Pub and 25km ultra-marathon swims. 
Failure to adhere to this rule, will result in a two 
year ban from the event. 

GENERAL EVEN T RULES 2017
Applies to the Port to Pub swim and the 25km ultra-marathon
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13. Swimmers are required to wear a timing strap. 
They must cross over the timing mat and enter 
the swimmers starting chute for the timing strap 
to register. Swimmers must also cross over the 
finish line mat to register the official swim time. 
A volunteer will collect all timing straps.

14. Swimmers must wear their dedicated Port to 
Pub swim cap at all times throughout the event. 
Artificial propulsion devices are not to be used, 
nor any flotation devices. Gloves and socks 
including, but not limited to, compression socks 
are not to be worn.

15. The Port to Pub swim will have two categories 
of  swimmers: UNASSISTED and ASSISTED.

UNASSISTED CATEGORY - Swimsuits 
must comply with FINA’s Open Water 
Swimming Rules. FINA states that a complying 
suit:

a. Is of  a woven textile material

b. Does not cover the neck

c. Does not extend beyond the shoulders or 
ankles.

d. Does not have a zip or other fastening 
system

A list of  approved swimsuits can be found on the FINA 
website. It is the swimmer’s responsibility to ensure their 

swimsuit complies with FINA rules.

Swimmers MAY NOT:

e. Wear any item with neoprene or any other 
buoyant material.

f. Wear anything not within the FINA rules or 
within the Port to Pub exemptions

g. Wear various types of  in ear or outter ear 
headphones.

Swimmers MAY:

h. Wear two suits as long one suit only 
comprises of  a brief  or bikini.

i. Wool Fat/Lanolin/Vasoline

j. Wear goggles

k. Wear a nose clip

l. Wear two caps as long as the outer cap 
is the Port to Pub cap to show swimmers 
category

m. Wear ear plugs

n. Wear a rash vest

ASSISTED CATEGORY:

a. Wetsuits must be no thicker than 5mm

b. All of  the components of  the wetsuit must 
fit the swimmers body tightly;

c. May wear a brief  or bikini underneath the 
wetsuit

d. May wear Wool Fat/Lanolin/Vasoline

e. May wear goggles

f. May wear two caps as long as outer cap is 
the Port to Pub category cap

g. May wear a nose clip

h. May wear ear plugs

i. May wear a rash vest

j. If  only one team member wears a wetsuit, 
the team is still categorised as ASSISTED.

k. Solo swimmers that swim with a wetsuit 
will be recorded in the ASSISTED SOLO 
category.

l. ASSISTED swimmers will not be competing 
against UNASSISTED for prizes and/or 
records.

16. Each swimmer has indemnified Port to Pub Pty 
Ltd, the Port to Pub committee, Department of  
Transport, Fremantle Port Authority, Fremantle 
Volunteer Sea Rescue, Rottnest Island Authority, 
Fremantle Surf  Lifesaving Club, City of  Perth 
Surf  Life Saving Club and their officers and swim 
officials against any claim for damages or injury 
arising from conduct of  the swim.

17. Participation in these events is voluntary and the 
organisation’s officials or volunteers can accept 
no liability on the day of  the Port to Pub swim.

18.  Swimmers must complete sections of  the event 
in specific times (refer to cut-off times). If  solo, 
duo or team swimmers have not reached the 
stipulated distances within the time limit; they 
must leave the water and travel by their support 
boat to the finish or back to the mainland. Those 
who don’t meet specified cut-off times will be 
disqualified from the event immediately.
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2017 Swimmer cut-off times –19.75km direct course

Location 19.75km Course Marker Buoy/s Cut-off Times

1.5km TAMS Tugboat TAMS Tugboat 08.50am

10km Austral Fisheries Orange 12.00pm

15km Yellow 02.50pm

18km Orange 04.15pm

19km Austral Fisheries Yellow 04.45pm

Finish Line Rottnest Island 05.00pm

2017 Swimmer cut-off times 25km ultra-marathon course

Location 19.75km Course Marker Buoy/s Cut-off Times

6.5km TAMS Tugboat TAMS Tugboat 08.50am

15km Orange 12.00pm

20km Yellow 02.50pm

23km Orange 04.15pm

24km Yellow 04.45pm

Finish Line Rottnest Island 05.00pm

19. The start of  the event will be signalled by air 
horn and starting flag. Count-down to the start 
will commence 5 minutes before the allocated 
time by the event starter. It is the responsibility 
of  the swimmer to ensure their support boat is 
on time

20. Swimmers will swim alone in the starting channel 
for the first 500 metres. They must meet their 
paddler around the 500m buoy and may then 
continue to the 1000 metre buoy where they 
meet their support boat.

21. During swimmer changeover, swimmers will tag 
at least 10 metres from the support boat in a 
visible manner (above water surface).

22. In case of  a shark sighting, duo and team 
swimmers have the option to leave the water 
and continue from where they vacated the 
water once safe, without disqualification. Solo 

swimmers have the option to leave the water 
and resume once considered safe. In this 
instance, however, the solo swimmer will be 
disqualified not credited with an official Rottnest 
Channel swim crossing.

23. There is no set swimming time or order for team 
swimmers, although Port to Pub recommends 
at least 1-2 minutes of  swimming before 
changeover for safety reasons and to reduce the 
risk of  injury.

24. Boat engines must be in neutral when picking up 
and taking a swimmer on board, and support 
boats must not back up to pick up a swimmer. 
The swimmer must be on the windward or 
weather side of  the boat. An extra lookout must 
be positioned at the transom (back) of  the boat 
if  the boat driver is unsighted when picking up a 
swimmer.
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25. Swimmers must enter Thomson Bay between 
the 18km orange buoy and Phillip Rock.

26. Any protest regarding competitors conduct or 
race rules must be lodged in writing to a race 
official by 4:00pm on race day. A decision will 
be made by the committee in accordance to the 
Port to Pub event rules, based on any evidence 
given and the judgment of  the officials.

27. No duo or team member swimmer changeovers 
are to take place in the first 1500 metres for 
safety reasons.

28. The event finishes at 5:00pm and all services 
will cease. All competitors who are in the water 
are required to leave the water, as officials will 
no longer provide swimmer safety support and 
assistance.

Support Vessels

29. Support vessels must be 5-12 metres in length 
(if  the support vessel is under this length then 
the vessel is required to only carry the number 
of  pax as stated on the vessels compliance plate, 
the support vessel needs to make allowances for 
a skipper, paddler, water craft, spotter, support 
crew, swimmer/s) and tenders must be greater 
than 3.75 metres. Vessels of  10m and over are 
advised to stay south of  the channel and of  the 
main fleet. Competitors using a support boat 
and tender must register both vessels to travel 
more than 5 nautical miles offshore. Tenders 
must have all safety equipment on board. (See 
www.dot.wa.gov.au)

30. Support boats MUST NOT make way astern. 
This means they must not move backwards. To 
avoid danger (to a vessel, a swimmer, a paddler, 
etc.) a skipper is permitted to use astern 
(reverse) thrust – BUT ONLY TO STOP OR 
SLOW THE VESSEL’S FORWARD WAY. The 
vessel MUST NOT make way astern (i.e. move 
backwards) under any circumstances. If  you need 
to stop or slow the vessel’s forward way, they 
must ensure it is safe to do so (i.e. no swimmer 
or paddler immediately behind the vessel).

31. For solos swimmers, a support vessel may 
support two swimmers but must comply with 
the following rules:

32. Swimmers need to swim in close proximity to 
each other and at a similar pace – proximity is no 
greater than 20 metres in distance.

33. Each swimmer must have its own paddler.

34. You must stay with the slowest swimmer, and 
swimmers must be aware this could affect their 
overall race time.

35. If  a swimmer is injured or needs assistance, both 
swimmers must stop. The other swimmer must 
stay and tread water until the boat is able to 
proceed or withdraw from the event due to the 
support boat requiring action to render the solo 
swimmer medical assistance.

36. Support vessels must display race number 
stickers supplied in the briefing pack. All 
vessels are to be registered in accordance with 
Navigable Waters Regulations 1958 and carry all 
required equipment to make a successful journey 
to Rottnest Island and back to Perth mainland.

37. All boats need to keep within an 8-knot speed 
limit and stay ~10 metres from their (slowest 
swimmer if  supporting two solo swimmers) 
swimmer. Boats withdrawing from the event 
must be at least 200 metres from the race 
channel and main fleet before increasing speed 
past 8 knots.

38. Vessels with single propellers must be in neutral 
during the exchange of  swimmers on and off the 
boat. Vessels with twin outboard motors must 
ensure their engines are switched off entirely 
during swimmer exchange.

39. Swimmers and escort craft shall give way to 
commercial shipping. All team swimmers who 
have not passed the east point of  the shipping 
channel by 9.30am will be cleared from the 
water and transported to a point west of  the 
shipping channel, and will be disqualified from the 
event.

40. The Fremantle Port Authority’s commercial 
shipping channel (Gage Roads) will be 
open during the event. The Port to Pub 
Communications Base will advise support craft 
of  commercial vessels expected to pass through 
the field. The Port is the controlling authority for 
vessels travelling through the field.

41. If  a commercial vessel crosses the race course, 
a safety officer on a boat moored at the inner 
limits of  the channel will order the swimmers 
to stop and tread water until deemed safe to 
continue by race officials. 
 



42. All competitors must cross the Fremantle Port’s 
commercial swimming channel (Gage Roads) 
by 10:30am. The Port to Pub Communications 
Base will radio a warning ahead of  time, and 
broadcast this alert at 10:00am. Failure to cross 
Gage Roads in time will require the swimmer to 
leave the water and board their support boat 
and exit the event.

43. Support boats must assemble in clearly designed 
holding areas to the north and south of  the 
swim channel. Support boat skippers will be 
notified just prior to their swimmer wave by 
VHF Channel 77 and will proceed to join up with 
swimmer at the 1000 metre mark. Swimmers 
cannot be dropped off at the start line. All 
vessels are required to log onto channel 77 and 
provide call sign details at the commencement 
of  their event and log off channel 77 at the 
cessation of  their event.

44. If  a swimmer is unaccompanied by their support 
boat at the 1500 metre mark (TAMS Tugboat), 
they are instructed to swim to the moored 
TAMS Tugboat and tread water. Port to Pub 
staff will contact swim base to notify them of  
your location and that you are awaiting support 
vessel. Swimmers may re-enter the event on the 
arrival of  their support boat. Swimmers may 
tread water for 20 minutes and, if  no support 
boat arrives, the swimmer must withdraw from 
the event and return to the beach.

45. If  a support boat has not located its swimmer 
by the 1500 metre buoy, the boat skipper must 
advise Swim Base by marine radio (VHF CH77) 
and await further instructions.

46. No alcohol is to be consumed during the event 
by swimmers or support crew.

47. Support boats are not permitted within the final 
750 metres.

Paddlers

48. Paddlers must display race number stickers 
supplied in briefing pack

49. Support paddlers are to assemble at the buoys 
500 metres offshore five minutes prior to wave 
start.

50. Paddlers will exit at the final 400 metre mark 

51. Paddlers must not proceed beyond the 1500 
metre mark (TAMS Tugboat) without their 
support vessel.
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SWIMMERS:
If  you become distressed in any way, raise one hand above head to alert your 
paddler, skipper and emergency boats

Support crew
You must know the signs and symptoms of  the medical conditions listed in this handbook and discuss who makes 
final decisions on health of  swimmer to carry on.

Rescue procedures during event
Fremantle Volunteer Sea Rescue Group (FVSRG) will provide on-water services to the event from the 1500 metre 
mark to 400 metres from the finish line at Rottnest. Fremantle Surf  Lifesaving Club (FSLSC) will provide support 
to the 1500 metre mark, and City of  Perth Surf  Lifesaving Club will manage the last 400 metres of  the event, with 
support from FVSRG. FSLSC will provide extra resources including boats, lifesavers and equipment. It will also 
manage the start of  the race on the beach in front of  the Club’s premises.

The overarching Emergency procedure for the Port to Pub swim is as follows:

1. FVSRG identifies a problem or accepts radio call for assistance

2. FVSRG take a course of  action (e.g. direct resources to deal with it, or contact Water Police)

3. FVSRG advises the Port to Pub Race Director of  the incident and action 

4. Race Director advises of  any changes

5. Refer to incident Response Chart

Support boat radio communications chart
• All Traffic including emergencies and mayday calls: 77VHF. 

• Mayday or Pan Pan calls only. Urgent messages such as a swimmer requiring medical assistance of  any kind.

• General Traffic includes calls to locate a swimmer, breakdown and general announcements from the Race Day 
Emergency Team (navigation warning etc.)

• NB: Non-race related urgent message/emergencies to FVSRG: VHF Channel 16

VESSEL EMERGENCY 
Requiring EMERGENCY on water assistance for boat 

sinking, fire or other major incident

RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77

“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday! Our position is …Our emergency is…”
Then communicate your race number, boat registration number, and 

follow instructions

SWIMMER EMERGENCY 
Requiring EMERGENCY on water assistance for 
missing swimmer, drowning, severe hypothermia, 

injury from boat, heart attack

RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77

“Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan! Our position is …Our emergency is…”
Then communicate your race number, boat registration number, and 

follow instructions

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED 
Swimmer withdrawals, misplaced swimmer, suspected 

hypothermia, injury, illness advice, and all other 
boating communication

RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77 

“Port to Pub Swim base, this is Port to Pub swim race number…”
State your issue / ask question and listen for instructions.

SHARK SIGHTING RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE 
VHF CHANNEL 77 

State details of  the sighting, your approximate location on the swim 
course (or GPS), and listen for instructions

SHARK ATTACK RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77 

“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday!” Our position is …Our emergency is…”
Then communicate your race number, boat registration number, and 

follow instructions

Emergencies and First Aid
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Preparing for emergency situations

• Clearly display your race number boat stickers on both sides of  your support boat and paddle craft

• Ensure your radio is on and working, with volume turned up to ensure emergency vessels can contact you 

• Have provisions for seasickness and procedures for treatment of  swimmers and support crew

• Pack first aid supplies for all emergencies, including sunburn, dehydration, mild hypothermia and stingers

• Ensure adequate food and fluids, including warm water

• Refer to your skipper lanyards for further information

Mayday emergency (boat sinking or on fire)

A Mayday emergency is one in which the support boat is in grave and imminent danger requiring immediate action 
to isolate, control and eliminate dangers and may require immediate rescue.

The support boat skipper is instructed that when they become aware of  the situation, to signal “Mayday, Mayday, 
Mayday!” via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate their position and race number. This will be relayed to 
emergency vessels, which will respond.

Fire emergency procedures embrace three essential requirements. In most cases they will be initiated concurrently. 
They are as follows:

1. Ensure the safety of  the of  all support crew and swimmers

2. If  there are unnecessary risks associated with attempts to control the fire, with everyone from the  
support boat

3. Evacuate the area

Pan-pan emergency (vessel at risk or person at risk)

A pan-pan emergency is one in which there is an urgent message to transmit concerning the safety of  a support boat 
or the safety of  a person (e.g. person overbroad, mechanical breakdown or medical emergency).

Support crew are instructed, that when they are aware of  this situation, to signal “Pan-pan, Pan-pan, Pan-pan!”) 
via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate their position and race number. This will be relayed to emergency 
vessels, which will respond with assistance.

Missing swimmer and/or support crew

A misplaced swimmer and or support crew is a warning of  impending major aquatic emergency and must be report 
to Port to Pub Swim Base.

A misplaced swimmer and or support crew should only remain in the displaced phase for 10 minutes from the time 
Port to Pub Swim base is notified.

After this time a misplaced swimmer and or support crew become a missing swimmer or support crew Support 
crew are instructed, to signal “Pan-pan, Pan-pan, Pan-pan!”) via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate their 
position and race number. This will be relayed to emergency vessels, which will respond with assistance.

Gathering information of  a missing swimmer or support crew helps narrow the field of  search. Important 
information includes description and condition of  swimmer, support boats and or paddlers, last time seen, last seen 
location and last-confirmed location.
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Resuscitation

Basic life support flow:

• Check for danger- hazard risks safety

• Is person responsive or unconscious?

• Call for assistance

• Open and clear AIRWAYS - CHECK FOR SIGNS OF LIFE

• Give two breaths if  not breathing normally

• Give 30 chest compressions (almost two per second) followed by two breaths and repeat until help arrives.

• Defibrillation-attach AED as soon as available, turn on and follow prompts (AED = Automatic External 
Defibrillation)

Continue CPR until qualified personnel arrive or signs of  life return 
(*no signs of  life = unconscious, unresponsive, not breathing normally, not moving.)

Hypothermia 
Explanation: One of  the biggest risks in swimming over long distances is hypothermia. Before your Port to Pub 
swim, it is crucial you know what it is, signs and symptoms, and how to treat it.

Hypothermia is a significant risk for solo swimmers who are in the water for a very long time, but similarly teams of  
four and six, whose members are spending a lot of  time on the boat and exposed to the wind.

Hypothermia occurs when the body’s core temperature falls below 37 °C. You don’t have to be in freezing 
conditions to risk hypothermia as it only requires the environmental temperature to be less than your body 
temperature for you to ‘donate’ heat to the atmosphere. 

Symptoms of hypothermia include

1. Shivering, cold, pale, and dry skin

2. Tiredness, confusion, and irrational behaviour – inability to answer simple questions

3. Slow and shallow breathing

4. Slow and weakening pulse

5. Refusing food or drinks between swims might be a sign something is wrong

First aid

• In case of  suspected hypothermia, radio call the Port to Pub Swim base on VHF Channel 77 and 
request urgent medical aid and await instructions and directions. You may be advised to return 
to the mainland even if you are closer to Rottnest.

• Wrap patient in towels and blankets and protect them from wind as much as you can

• Change them into dry clothes

• Offer a warm drink and high energy food like chocolate. Encourage them to eat and drink small quantities of  
warmed fluids frequently

• Handle the patient gently so as not to cause disturbances in heart rhythm. Keep the person calm, still, awake and 
don’t let them sleep. 

• Don’t rub or massage them

• Do not give them alcohol as it increases the heat loss rate by dilating the skin’s blood vessels. 

• If  a swimmer has wool fat or lanolin on them, leave it on and dress them in an old tracksuit which can be thrown 
away. The fat will help to retain their body warmth until they get to a hot shower.

If unconscious: place the swimmer in the coma position, maintain the airway and do not give fluids or food. 
 



Swimmer tips:

• Dry yourself  with a sports towel or chamois towel when you get out of  the water to dry off before covering 
yourself  with heavy towels and clothes

• Pack layers of  dry clothes, including wind break jackets

• Drink warm water instead of  cold. Pack a few thermoses of  hot water

• Wear microfiber socks/booties and a woollen beanie between swims

• Cover yourself  in an aluminium thermal wrap (available from sports shops) as the plastic sheets

• Buy wool fat from the chemist. Make sure you soften it in the microwave before you leave home. Apply it 
before your first swim. Don’t wait until you get cold to use it.

Items to carry on your boat for the Port to Pub swim

• Wool fat/lanolin (from chemist)

• Blankets

• Towels

• Woollen or microfiber socks and beanie

• Sleeping bags

• Thermal wraps or plastic sheets to keep swimmers warm and to manage hypothermia

• Hot water

• High energy foods like chocolate

Secondary drowning

Explanation: Inhaled fluid can act as an irritant inside the lungs. Physiological responses to even small quantities 
include the extrusion of  liquid into the lungs over the following hours, but this reduces the ability to exchange air 
and can lead to a person drowning in their own body fluid. The reaction can take place up to 72 hours after a near 
drowning incident, and may lead to a serious condition or death.

Symptoms: Tiredness, coughing, paleness and trouble with breathing

Prevention: Observing the person immediately following the negative incident or accident with water is crucial. 
Monitor the person’s breathing. Difficulty breathing, painful breathing or shallow breathing are all red flags that 
may indicate a person is at risk for a dry drowning episode. Count the number of  respirations for 15 seconds and 
multiply by 4. Over 20 respirations per minute could be a red flag for dry drowning. Check for persistent cough, 
pain in chest and mood or mental status change. Lethargy or increased agitation when lying flat, sweaty skin or color 
changes such as pale, or blue/grayish color are signs of  poorly oxygenated blood. 

Treatment: Treatment involves supplying oxygen to the lungs.
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Swimming-induced pulmonary edema 

Recent cases of  Swimming Induced Pulmonary Edema (SIPE) has led Port to Pub organisers to include, and 
highlight, signs, symptoms and treatment of  the condition in this section. It is critical support crew keep check 
for signs of  SIPE, which can be very serious, and even fatal.

Port to Pub’s Medical Director, Dr Tony Best, has seen the condition first hand. He says common thoughts are 
that it occurs much more frequently when wearing a wetsuit, in particular a tight wetsuit. It is also associated 
with colder water, longer swims and female athletes.

His advice is as follows. 

Explanation: SIPE occurs when a swimmer’s lungs get flooded by fluid. That fluid is not thought to be 
swallowed or inhaled, rather fluid shifts that occur in the body. Although not entirely understood it is thought 
that a number of  factors are responsible. When people are standing, blood and other extravascular fluid pools 
in their legs due to gravity. When they lie flat to swim that fluid then redistributes to their lungs. Adrenaline from 
exertion, cold water and anxiety all cause peripheral blood vessels to constrict pushing more fluid centrally into 
their lungs. This can be made worse by when a tight wetsuit is being worn. 

Symptoms: Commonly swimmers will feel like they have asthma with increasing shortness of  breath. They 
may also cough up white or pink frothy phlegm

Prevention: 

1. Avoid over-drinking, particularly just before commencing the swim

2. Do a gentle warmup swim

3. Acclimatise to ocean swimming and ocean temperatures in the weeks leading up to the event, if  possible

4. If  excessive shortness of  breath or asthma type symptoms develop, then seek immediate assistance

5. Underlying known medical problems (eg: hypertension) should be well managed pre-event

Treatment: Skippers and paddlers, look for any signs of  SIPE and seek urgent medical assistance. 

Some instructions include: 

1. If  a swimmer develops breathing difficulties, then remove them from the water ASAP

2. Keep the swimmer warm and remove restrictive clothing or wetsuits, including around the legs

3. If  symptoms are mild to moderate, then the condition should resolve with no further treatment

If  there is altered conscious state or excessive shortness of  breath or symptoms do not resolve reasonably 
quickly (3-5 minutes) then call for medical assistance immediately. Radio call the Port to Pub Swim base 
on VHF Channel 77 and request urgent medical aid and await instructions and directions.

Sea sickness
Explanation: a form of  motion sickness characterized by a feeling of  nausea and, in extreme cases, vertigo, 
experienced after spending time on a craft on water.

Prevention: Generally, the disturbance will cease once the visual and motion stimuli are synchronized. This can be 
obtained by concentrating on the horizon until things appears fixed and horizontal. This is the signal that our vision 
has switched from the reference system of  the boat to the reference system of  the earth

Treatment: Over-the-counter medications are readily available. As these medications often have side effects, you 
must evaluate the risks versus the benefits.
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Cramp
Explanation: a sudden and involuntary muscle contraction or over-shortening; while generally temporary and  
non-damaging, they can cause mild-to-excruciating pain, and a paralysis-like immobility of  the affected muscle(s). 
Onset is usually sudden, and it resolves on its own over a period of  several seconds, minutes, or hours. 

Prevention: Stretching and adequate fluid/electrolyte balance are likely helpful in preventing muscle cramps

Treatment: Stretching, massage and drinking plenty of  fluid, such as water, may be helpful in treating simple muscle 
cramps. 

Jellyfish sting
If  a swimmer is suffering from a minor skin irritation from a jellyfish sting: 

• Dry the victim and protect from wind

• Prevent victim from rubbing the area and keep calm

• Wash the area with sea water - do not use fresh water or vinegar.

• Apply hot packs to affected area or place the area in water as hot as can be tolerated (about 43degC), after first 
checking the temperature, leave the affected limb in water until pain subsides 

• Alternatively hold small block of  ice with a glove or cloth over the affected area. Caution using cold therapy over 
a large area may cause hypothermia.

• If  available, the application of  Stingose is appropriate.

• If  pain persists for long periods of  time or symptoms worsen Radio call the Port to Pub Swim Base for medical 
assistance.

• In a case of  a suspected venomous jellyfish sting, seek urgent medical aid, by signalling “Pan-pan, Pan-pan, Pan-
pan!”) via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate your position and race number. This will be relayed to 
emergency vessels, which will respond with assistance.

Sunburn
• Prevent by keeping out of  direct sun as much as possible, wearing sun protective clothing and applying UV 

screening lotions. Factor 50+ sunscreens and zincs are recommended.

• Cool the affected area with fresh water for ten minutes

• Apply cool moist compress to affected area 

• Rest in cool place

Shark attack
• Remove the victim from the water if  safe to do so.

• Support crew are instructed, to signal “Mayday, Mayday, Mayday!” via the VHF channel 77 and then 
communicate their position and race number. This will be relayed to emergency vessels, which will respond with 
immediate medical assistance.

• Remain in the current location unless instructed otherwise as emergency vessels can travel at great speed at 
attend and will transport the victim to the nearest emergency medical department.

• While waiting for medical aid to arrive, treat the victim for traumatic injury

• Apply pressure to control bleeding

• Apply constrictive bandage if  necessary

• Begin CPR if  required.



T:  08 9430 7623   M: 0427 876 408    
E: info@northportmarine.com.au   northportmarine.com.au

WE SPECIALISE IN:

• Lift & Launch (200t & 65t lifters)

• Antifouling
• Painting

• Engineering
• Prop Speed / Gold

• Polishing
• Stainless Fabrication

• Aluminium Fabrication
• Hydraulic Plumbing

• Shipwrighting / Decking

CHANGING THE FACE OF BOATLIFTING & VESSEL MAINTENANCE IN WA

NORTHPORT MARINE PROUDLY 
  SUPPORTING THE PORT TO PUB.

20%  
OFF

OFF YOUR NEXT LIFT & 
LAUNCH & COMPLEMENTARY 
HULL CLEAN FROM JUNE 

TO AUGUST

RECIEVE
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Dangerous weather
If  the Race committee deems the weather conditions dangerous, it may abandon the event. The Port to Pub swim 
base will broadcast the following message using VHF channel 77. Text messages will also be issued and social media 
updates posted.

Your attention please Port to Pub Swim event 
participants, this is the Race Director. Race 
conditions have deteriorated and the forecast 
does not indicate any improvement. The Port to 
Pub Swim has been abandoned. Please remove 
your swimmer from the water. Please put your 
engine in neutral and let the swimmer proceed 
to the boat. Do not move your boat to the 
swimmer. I repeat let the swimmer proceed 
to the boat and do not move your boat to the 
swimmer. Please do not proceed to shore until 
all swimmers around you have been collected.



Ferries depart from 3 convenient locations:
BARRACK STREET, PERTH    |   BSHED, FREMANTLE    |   NORTHPORT, FREMANTLE
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20% OFF
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RETURN FERRY FARES  

ON EVENT DAY

Promo code: 

PORT2PUB

FAVOURITE
ISLAND

ROTTNEST
PERTH’S

1300 467 688  
 rottnestexpress.com.au

BOOK NOW

Terms and Conditions apply. Subject to availability. Valid for same day return ferry 
tickets only on the 25th March 2017. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. BB
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Accommodation

Accommodation needs to booked 18 months in advance. It is worth still checking the website just in case for this 
year. We recommend booking for the Port to Pub swim next year so you can enjoy the weekend! Next year’s Port 
to Pub event will be held Saturday, 17 March, 2018.

http://www.rottnestisland.com/accommodation

Getting to and From Rottnest

Thanks to our Sponsor Rottnest Express, and to Rottnest 
Fast Ferries for putting on extra services to get you to and 
from Rottnest Island.

Rottnest ferry schedule

Rottnest Island information

PANTONE 389C

PANTONE 306C

PANTONE 389C

PANTONE 306C

Departing Hillarys 
Boat Harbour

Departing 
Rottnest Island

0730 0830
0830 1045
1000 1400
1500 1630

1930

V1 

FERRY SCHEDULE 
  
 

Schedules are correct at the time of printing. Management reserves the right to amend the schedule without notice.  
For the most up to date schedule please visit our website www.rottnestexpress.com.au. 

 
1300 GO ROTTO (1300 467 688) www.rottnestexpress.com.au 
Fremantle F +61 8 9335 6397 B Shed, Victoria Quay, Fremantle WA 6160 
North Fremantle F +61 8 9430 4036 Northport, Rous Head, North Fremantle WA 6159 
Perth F +61 8 9421 5899 Pier 2, Barrack Street Jetty, Perth WA 6000 

  

25th March 2017 
Port to Pub 

 
 
TO ROTTNEST 
 

Perth Fremantle Rottnest Notes 
Barrack St B Shed Northport   

Boarding Closes Boarding Closes Boarding Closes Arrival Time  
 0715  0800 Direct Service from B Shed 
 0815 0745 0900 Service travels from Northport via B Shed 

0830  1000 1045 Service travels from Perth via Northport 
 0930  1015 Direct Service from B Shed 
 1130  1215 Direct Service from B Shed 
  1345 1430 Direct Service from Northport 
 1515  1600 Direct Service from B Shed 

 
 

FROM ROTTNEST 
 

 Fremantle Perth Notes 
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Meet our swimmers!

Lives: Port Hedland
Category: Solo

Pilbara-based Aaron Ellis-Kerr will compete in the Port 
to Pub as a solo swimmer in 2017. Training in a hot 
climate and in an isolated town has its challenges, but 
as Aaron is proving, it’s far from impossible. Here’s his 
story:

Work brought me to the Pilbara in 2010. I joined local 
football clubs in Newman and Port Hedland. Looking 
for ways to maintain my fitness during the football off-
season, I decided to revisit swimming. Growing up in 
Perth, being involved in swimming clubs and surf  clubs 
as a little tacker, I loved to swim; it had just been a while. 
Years, in fact.

In 2014, I organised a team to partake in the Virtual 
Rottnest Swim in Karratha. At that point, it was a 
couple of  lads trying to keep fit during the off-season 
of  football, swimming twice a week. This was the 
motivation I needed to get back swimming again. Since 
the Virtual Rottnest Swim, I have completed a Rottnest 
duo crossing and a Rottnest Solo crossing. I have also 
completed a number of  WA Open Water Swim Series 
events. 

This year I have yet again decided to take my swimming 
to the next level. I am currently training to complete the 
8km solo Cocos Keeling Island Swim, held in November 
each year, and the solo Port to Pub in March 2017.  
 

Teaming up with Red FM’s Breakfast Show I will doing 
the10km swim at Lake Argyle, in Kununurra in May 
2017. The Breakfast Crew are planning on joining me 
in the event. This will be my first freshwater marathon 
swim.

Swimming in Port Hedland has presented some 
challenges. Some of  my long swim sets are commonly 
swum in 45 degree heat, during the wet season. Cyclone 
events close the pool for extended periods. Each time, 
water samples are sent to Perth for testing; the process 
takes a minimum of  a week to gain re-opening clearance. 
The most recent maintenance issues closed both pools 
in the town for three weeks. These have been ongoing 
over the year. Massive tidal movements make open 
water swimming extremely unsafe and therefore virtually 
impossible in Port Hedland.

To help me achieve my swimming goals I have sought 
the help of  swim coach Ceinwen Roberts. Ceinwen 
sends me challenging daily swim training plans. My wife 
has also recently started swimming. Swimming with my 
wife makes it more enjoyable as we can train, meal plan 
and organise to take part in swimming events together. I 
am really glad that it is a hobby we are both thoroughly 
enjoying.

I am planning to continue my swimming and look 
forward to seeing where it takes me in the future.

Aaron Ellis-Kerr
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Lives: Perth
Category: Duo

Sisters Caroline Dyer and Helen Wilson were the 
first to enter the 2017 Port to Pub. They had enjoyed 
the inaugural swim as members of  a team of  four and 
decided to challenge themselves to a duo.

They have both completed the gruelling 100km Oxfam 
Walk three times, but already feel that their duo swim 
is a much greater physical challenge. They’ve been 
training fairly seriously for two months, competing 
each weekend in the ocean open water swims on offer 
around WA. 

Of  course, you have to look the part when you’re in 
your bathers for the whole day – they’ve been busy 
looking at hundreds of  different bathers to choose the 
ones that will help them swim fast and look stunning as 
they run through the finishing chute!

Caroline and Helen are members of  Maida Vale Masters 
Swimming Club and whilst Helen lives near the beach 
and can swim in the ocean, most of  Caroline’s training 
is achieved in an indoor heated 25 metre pool in the 
foothills. Both girls work as nurses and have to fit 
in swims around their rosters, so they are often up 
very early, either trail walking in the hills or swimming 
together at the beach. 

Good luck Caroline and Helen!

Caroline Dyer and Helen Wilson
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Team 1: Rae Foale, Don Scott,, Sally Mauk,  
Dr. Sarah Cox, Tom Picton-Warlow

Team 2: Tim Monaghan, Dr. Katy Langdon,  
Dr. Simon Erickson, Jonica Grayling,  
Peter Michael, Tracey Monaghan

Category: Teams of six

Swimming from Leighton Beach to Rottnest Island is no 
mean feat. To get across the finish line, it takes months 
of dedicated preparation and training, a high level of  
strength and fitness, and luck with weather conditions 
on the day. But what if, on top of that, you had serious 
health considerations as well? Meet the two teams of six 
from Swimming365 – four of the swimmers have Type 2 
diabetes.  

Swimming365 is an aquatic exercise program especially set 
up for the prevention and management of Type 2 Diabetes. 
The program is now in its third year and has been providing 
significant ongoing benefits to the health of about 50 
participants.

Swimming365 founder and managing director Tom Picton-
Warlow says the Port to Pub’s teams of six category 
has enabled the Swimming365 swimmers to challenge 
themselves to swim across the Rottnest Channel, with 
the reduced distance per swimmer plus the allowance of  
strong, non-diabetic swimmers to join each team.

Four Swimming365 swimmers look part in the inaugural 
event – Rae Foale, Colin Castensen, Don Scott, and Chari 
Pattiaratchi accompanied by Aidan Schubert and Sally Mauk, 
completing the swim in 6 hrs 36 mins. They had to pay 
attention to diet and health management during rigorous 
training sessions and, during the Port to Pub, had to 
experiment with changeover times to make sure everyone 
maintained stamina.

The sense of achievement was huge and this year, 
Swimming365 has entered two teams of six in the 2017 
Port to Pub.

Swimming365 Team 1: Rae Foale, Don Scott, Tom Picton-
Warlow, Sally Mauk, Dr. Sarah Cox. 

Swimming365 Team 2:  Tim Monaghan, Dr. Katy Langdon, 
Dr. Simon Erickson, Jonica Grayling, Peter Michael & Tracey 
Monaghan

Tom says, “This year, we will be using innovative 
approaches to diet and nutrition as part of the preparation. 
We are excited to have seen some great results health-wise 
from the 2016 swim and hope to build on that.  Moreover, 
the sense of achievement for our swimmers was huge last 
year, and they’re excited to take on the next challenge.”  
As Dr Katherine Langdon said of Swimming365 in Medical 
Forum W.A. – “Swimming365 is an innovative, sustainable 
and inclusive community based program 

Swimming 365 Teams 1 and 2
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offering professional expertise while providing a regular 
social forum … The main beneficiaries in this program 
are the participants.  There is no further translational step 
required to take the evidence base to the group who needs 
it most.”.

Tom is thrilled with the way Swimming365 is growing and 
developing and the important information it’s gathering in 
relation to the impact of an intense swimming regime on 
the health of Type 2 diabetics and those at risk.  

Tom is a previous Swimming Australia and Swimming WA 
board member. He wanted to see how the health benefits 
of swimming could be applied to non-communicable 
diseases like diabetes using high performance principles. 
Swimming365 formally started in early 2015. 

The Swimming365 program provides professional water 
aerobics instruction and swimming lessons conducted 
by accredited exercise physiologists and instruction on 
advanced swimming technique by high performance 
swimming coaches. There are also presentations on diet 
and nutrition and morning teas provided per program to 
encourage positive overall health in all areas of life. The 
program is evidence-based and presents information about 
participant progress which provides important insight into 
their health and fitness.  

In addition to overseeing swimmer training – and his own 
– for the Port to Pub swim, Tom has recently set about 
expanding the program to Vanuatu and has just returned 
from his first mission. Port to Pub donated some of its 
leftover swim caps from the 2016 event, which were given 
to swimmers who will join the Swimming365 program. 
Vanuatu provides an excellent location for Swimming365 
there are 83 islands surrounded by ocean that ranges from 
22-28 degrees Celsius year round.  The Vanuatuan’s have 
a long tradition of engagement with the ocean, they also 
love singing, music and dancing which Swimming365 will 
be providing as part of a revamped aquatic program.  The 
Vanuatu Swimming365 program will be overseen by Nancy 
Miyake - Regional Development Officer at the Oceania 
Swimming Association which is the continental governing 
body recognised by FINA and conducted by Frank Vira 
from Wan Smolbag and the Vanuatu Aquatics Federation.

The Port to Pub swim will become an annual challenge 
for Swimming365 participants and Tom hopes to see the 
number of teams entering the event grow each year!

©
Peta N

orth
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Lives: Sydney
Category: Solo

Swimming to Rottnest solo has always been on my 
bucket list. Having completed the swim in a team a 
number of  times over the years, I was looking for the 
next challenge.  Since my last crossing I have had two 
children, so it certainly has been a challenge fitting in my 
training sessions. However, so far I am really enjoying 
being back in the water. I love feeling fit again, doing 
something for myself, and it has been a welcome and 
positive distraction allowing me to focus on something 
outside of  the daily routine that comes with looking after 
a family. 

I grew up in Perth but I am currently based in Avalon 
on the Northern Beaches of  Sydney. When people ask 
what I’m training for they think I’m plain crazy. “You’re 
swimming to an island that’s 20km away in shark infested 
waters? You’re mad!” Admittedly there have been 
numerous occasions in the past six months where I have 
been consumed with self-doubt and questioned what 
I am doing, but I deal with this by not thinking too far 
ahead, focusing on completing the next training session 
one set at a time. 

 
 
 

There is a phenomenal outdoors culture in Sydney, much 
like Perth, and everyone loves to swim at the beach but, 
bizarrely, another challenge I have faced living up here is 
finding a 50m pool to train in. Other than ocean pools, 
which certainly have come in handy for my training, the 
closest pool is 20km away. As a result, I have been doing 
the majority of  my training in a 25m pool. Counting the 
320 laps for an 8km swim is somewhat mind numbing. 

Helping me through these gruelling training sessions 
enduring bluebottle stings, tiredness and sore shoulders, 
I know that not only am I doing it for the personal 
challenge but more importantly I’m raising money for 
the Children’s Cancer Institute of  NSW. This is an 
independent medical research institute wholly dedicated 
to putting an end to childhood cancer. 

Aside from the challenges (my fear of  sharks is another 
one but I won’t talk about that…) this is an amazing part 
of  the Australia and I am incredibly lucky to be able to 
swim in some of  the best beaches in the world. I know, I 
know you can’t beat Perth beaches and I tend to agree. 
The white sand and turquoise water is unlike anywhere 
I’ve seen before and that’s why I can’t wait to get back 
there in March and be a part of  this awesome event that 
is the Port to Pub!

Hayley McInnes
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Lives: Perth
Category: Duo

Team Name: Bilbo And His Precious

Father and daughter duo Gwyn and Sian Williams - aka 
Bilbo and his Precious - are training hard in the lead up 
to the Port to Pub 2017 event. 

Swimming has long been a part of  the Williams family. 
With all members having completed countless Rottnest 
channel crossings in some form or another over the 
years (solos, duos, teams and, most prestigious, as 
support crew), this is the first duo for Gwyn at the ripe 
age of  71.

Gwyn has a long history as a pool swimmer, beginning 
his career in Wales where he was selected as a team 
member for the British Empire and Commonwealth 
Games back in 1962. A shoulder injury prevented him 
from competing, but Gwyn still competes in both pool 
and open water swims. Gwyn is still competitive in his 
age group, and rarely misses an opportunity to swim 
across a bay or do some laps in the pool. 

Sian was a competitive swimmer throughout her 
teens competing in, and winning medals in, national 
competitions. Whilst no longer an elite pool swimmer, 
Sian’s competitive streak comes out to play each year for 
the Rottnest channel crossing. 

Sian was the overall 20km solo winner last year for the 
first ever Port to Pub event, and Gwyn was part of  a 
team of  6, which finished first in their age group, so both 
swimmers are fairly competitive. I guess you could say 
swimming is in the Williams’ family bloodstream!

Gwyn and Sian Williams
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Peter Woods, Emma Richards,  
Kate Hardcastle and Tim Macpherson
Category: Team of four

We are a group of  old friends (and family) who have 
been involved in the waters around Rottnest and 
Fremantle for quite some time. A couple of  us swam the 
Port to Pub last year in different groups and post-race 
had a chat about the 2017 event. Not too dissimilar to 
the Lebron, Wade and Bosh (‘Big 3’) move to the Miami 
Heat, we decided to form a super group*. Enter ‘Hootie 
and the Boatfish’. For those not born until after 1987, 
Hootie and the Blowfish were a mediocre 1990s band 
who had some success with songs such as, ‘Let her Cry’ 
and another one which escapes us now...but we digress. 
Here is our team:

Peter ‘Perkins’ Woods has swum across the Channel 
several times in a team of  4 and in a duo. He is a keen 
squad member down at Swim Smooth in Claremont, a 
coconut oil advocate and lover of  all things outdoors.

 

Emma ‘Rice’ Richards is a veteran of  the open water 
swim scene. Having been living over in New York in 
recent years she will be in her element on race day and 
later on at the Hotel Rottnest.

Kate ‘Klim’ Hardcastle is a pretty big deal around the 
Perth social scenes. When she’s not signing autographs, 
she is most likely working out. Fair to say health and 
fitness are big parts of  Kate’s life and whilst we’re not 
sure her swimming training program could be considered 
world class (or has actually begun yet?), come race day, 
she will eat the channel for breakfast.

 Tim ‘Trickett’ Macpherson is also a member of  the 
Swim Smooth squad down at Claremont pool. Having 
seen through many London winters, Tim has found a 
whole new appreciation for the WA coastline and will 
be in the thick of  it come race day.

Good luck Hootie and the Boatfish!

Hootie and the Boatfish
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Category: 25km ultra-marathon

The first swim I did was 4 years ago, I managed 1.2km in one hour and went home, exhausted, for a sleep. Then 
swimming became a way of  life, it started to be two sessions a week then three... then came the open water 
swimming events. At first it was 2km and then a 4km swim... then a 5km first team event that I entered where we 
swam to Rotto. I kept going and we kept going, soon I had a squad of  people that I could train with and share a 
coffee afterwards... then the Port to Pub came up and I thought, “why not?”

The spring and summer became watching black lines, dodging stingers and getting sore. Last year it was 25 km of  
grinding out. I can’t wait to try it again and even though it is a struggle and it is hard it all puts it into perspective 
when you think about the reasons you do it. Angelhands is a charity that works to support victims of  violence, 
domestic violence and traumatic events. It gives hope and works on reconnecting individuals.

Michael Berry
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WA’s largest gathering of  champion and Olympic 
swimmers in an open water event will take to the water 
on 25 March!

Under the team name Dream Team sponsored by 
Subiaco Sports Massage Clinic, Olympic and champion 
pool swimmers Eamon Sullivan, Travis Nederpelt, Adam 
Lucas, Bobby Jovanovich, Jim Piper and Mark Riley have 
raised a challenge to their open water counterparts, 
aptly named South Cott Physio Open Water Swimmers, 
including 2016 Swimming WA Open Water Swimmer 
of  the Year, Rhys Mainstone, Olympians Kane Radford 
and Jessica Pengelly and champion Rottnest Channel 
swimmer, Jaime Bowler, on who will reach the Island 
first. 

While swimming in a team of  six versus a team of  four, 
three-time Olympian Eamon Sullivan said it’s an even 
playing field given the pool swimmers are all retired and 
are competing on the other teams turf. 

“Of  the four open water swimmers, three recently 
returned from the Olympic Games and they are all 
still active, so we think the two person handicap is 
appropriate.” 

“The Dream Team competed in last year’s Port to Pub 
and I can honestly say there really isn’t anything like it. 
The atmosphere is awesome and lends itself  to this 
kind of  friendly rivalry, although we are all extremely 
competitive so the race is definitely on.”

The two teams will be joined by another two big 
names in Australian swimming. Olympic open water 
swimmer, Jarrod Poort, is flying from New South Wales 
to compete in the 25 kilometre solo ultra-marathon 
category, which is the longest open water swim in 
Australia. Three time Olympian and gold medallist Libby 
Trickett is also taking part in the event, swimming across 
the Rottnest Channel in a team of  four.

Biggest gathering of champion 
swimmers set a Port to Pub challenge!

67
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Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2017

Austral Fisheries 25km ultra-marathon swimmers

Race No. Swimmers name Race No. Swimmers name

1 Michael Berry 14 Jarrod Poort

3 Paul Blackbeard 15 Mark Robson

4 Damon Brown 17 Peter Schultz

5 Rachael Elkaim 18 Bradley Smith

6 Matt Greenwood 19 Esther Smoothy

7 Rob Herkes 20 Luke Smoothy

8 Peter Klauz 21 Martin Smoothy

9 Natalie Mews 22 Samuel Smoothy

10 Perry Molendijk 23 Serena Wells

11 Lynton Mortensen 24 Paul Whittingham

12 Cameron Noble 25 Ned Wieland

13 Victor Pineiro 26 Rebecca Yip

K&L Gates solo swimmers

Race No. Swimmers name Race No. Swimmers name

101 Louise Ainsworth 122 Shien Lo

102 James Baker 123 Brendan Maher

103 Kaitlyn Burmeister 124 Hayley Mcinnes

104 Jonathon Courtis 125 Anja Messmer

105 Lorraine Driscoll 126 Leon Musca

106 Gemma Ekin 127 Leigh Newman

107 Aaron Ellis-Kerr 128 Jessica Nichols

108 Ian Foulsham 129 Tammy Norregaard

109 Brendon Fry 130 Sue Oldham

110 Tim Garrett 131 Andrew Page

111 Alyssa George 132 Steve Payne

112 Simon Gilders 133 Brian Perriam

113 Lucy Henry 134 Mark Prendiville

114 Lynette Hewitt 135 Sophie Pugsley

115 Ben Humphreys 136 Lisa Romeo

116 Susan Johnston 137 Felicitas Schwarz

117 Grant Julian 138 Andy Senior

118 James Julian 139 Andrew Stevens

119 Kieren Jon Lawrenson 140 Trent Woolley

120 David Leigh 141 Corinne Zadow

121 Michael Leith

2017 Port to Pub

List of swimmers
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Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2017 cont.

Rottnest Express duo swimmers

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

201 100kg or bust Christopher Alexander
Mark Wallis

222 Leithal Combination Leith Weston
Rob Franklyn

202 Abdomen Michael Abdo 
David Abdo

223 Loose Lips Sink Ships Caroline Dyer
Helen Wilson

203 Adam's Ale Philip Wild
Mark Parker

224 Merkin farmers James Anderson
Marcus Donato

204 Aussie Euro Power Andy Muller
Georgina Kovacs-Muller

225 Motorboaters Blair Hendriks
Nicholas Hendriks

205 Bald Floaters Kathryn Byrne 
Andrew Champion

226 Mr & Mrs M Mark Scott
Michele Scott

206 Bilbo and Precious Gwyn Williams
Sian Williams

227 Old Bull Young Bull Julian Mills
Oliver Mills

207 Blue HQ Lockie Cooke 
Rumi Bennett

228 Pocket Rockets William Rollo
Byron Kimber

208 Blue Sky Alternates Lachlan Hay-Hendry
Andrew Champion

229 Port Polar Pairs Liz Beal
Marcus Tang

209 Bog Bore Fire Martin Law
Stephan Doubleday

230 Prime Vintage Jamie Morphett
Sam Mcmanis

210 CASTLEDEX -  
Bruce & Anna  
(The Shark & GoAnna)

Bruce Dewar
Anna Doherty

231 QBC 4 Juan-Hendre Van As
Jonathan Geldart

211 Cray Sea Jelly Fish Jacqueline Bromell
Rochelle Haynes

232 Rainbow Paddle Pops! Alana Cooper
Stuart Anderson

212 D E R T hydration 
Research and 
Development

Donnell Yokotsuka
Edward Melvin

233 Raw Prawns Paul Clifton
Nick Pearson

213 Dad and Georgie Andrew Maslen
Georgia Maslen

234 Ray's Girls Hilary Beck
Aithne Dell

214 Diversifi Sean Gilbert
Luke Gilbert

235 Roc 'n Doc Briohny Smith
Trent Eggeling

215 Dua Bir Lagi Lachlan Smith
Jimmy Mcmahon

236 Sandy Hands and a 
Horse

Glenn Baskerville
David Waldock

216 FTC Aquamen Daithi De Baroid
Sjoerd Algera

237 Scarboro Seagals Kim Williams 
Sharon Walshaw

217 Grace's Parents Annabel Wheeler
Nick Wheeler

238 See no evil hear no evil Ryan Webb
Alex Dearle

218 Happy Clams Issy Downie
Laura Murphy

239 Smiling Nutbush Laura Wenman
Tony Yates

219 Jelly Fish Bait Michael Cooper
Georgia Kyros

240 Squid Rings Matilda Martin
Emma Lauriston

220 just happy Craig Smith
Lourens Brits

241 Staite of  Dennial Dennis Lindgren
Paul Brian Staite

221 Keira and Mike Michael Ledger
Keira Macfarlane

242 Stingers BDS Brett Jardine
Brad Mcfarland
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Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2017 cont.

Rottnest Express duo swimmers

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

244 Swimmy McSwim Face Graeme Christie
Kaden Daviews

251 The Two Rodney's Vaughan Davies
Simon Hazeldine

245 TAF Capital Michael Prendiville
Dean Kerns

252 TORTOISE AND THE 
HARE

Kylie Williams
David Maggs

246 Take 2 Stuart Wright
Amanda Kendall

253 Trump-ed Up Leigh Farnell
Chris Monahan

247 Team C & M Michelle Lee-Steere
Crispin Collier

254 Twee oude mannen Sean Murray
Henk Bruins

248 Team Hewitt Benjamin Hewitt
Timothy Hewitt

255 Two Cool for the Pool Adam O’byrne
Liam Shalders

249 team wendy and tanya Tanya Thaw
Wendy Kennedy

256 Walk-on-Water Johann Van Der Merwe
Dan Hazell

250 The Eventual Winners Jon Turner
John Edwards

257 Ware's Warriors Claire Ware
Rachael Cooper

KC Sports teams of four

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

401 1977 Taryn De Lestang
Carolyn Beasley
Marni Finlayson
Michelle De Lestang

409 Aqua Ducks Di Twigg
Sheridan Lister
Sarina Bowyer
Trish Dooey

402 3 swimmers and an 
anchor

Naomi Watters
Mark Watters
Ondine Gordon
Ian Gordon

410 Aquabats Paul Holmes A Court
Adrian Strang
Warren Salamone
Todd Mairs

403 4 babes and a bump Lotte Hoekstra
Mary Stewart
Stephanie Shorter
Jessica Willis

411 Aquacackle Jeremy Newman
Christian Tietzel
Christopher Syme
Mark Thompson

404 4 beers please Chris Guard 
Neil Guard 
Charlie Maughan 
Jarrad Stubbs

412 Are We There Yet 2 Carlene Walker
Susan Sanday
Maria Russo
Roz Davies

405 4 Pints and  
a packets of  chips

Katrina Sykes
Joanna Sykes 
Maryanne Pemberton
Natelle Madgen

413 Are We There Yet Brooke Kempton
Rachel Francis
Carl Christensen
Alison Gee

406 4 shades of  grey Dianne Bowman
Julie Kerr
Loretta Wesley
Cristy Secombe

414 Azure Corrs Christian Owen
Russell Philip
Matt Weaver
Alex Mchenry

407 8 Brows Aaron Maxwell
Sean Brothers
Matt Moody
Chris Mccarthny

415 BALLS DEEP Brandon Mitchell
Mitchell Prebble
Dane Griffin
Patrick Keogh

408 Albany-4-Rotto Brett Ward
Tyn Receveur
Steve Pashby
Stuart Ranford

416 Beer Swilling Aquanauts Craig Cunningham
Ryan Hipps
Glenn Mclachlan
Matthew Barker
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Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2017 cont.

KC Sports teams of four

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

Race 
No. Team name Swimmers names

417 Bees Knees Alix Etherington
Claudia Etherington
Ryan Steenkamp
Luke Pardini

430 Different strokes Michelle Johnston
Kristy Liddell
Carolyn Frisby
Danielle Roache

418 Bellagio Budgie Smugglers Reg Boston
John Casey
Nigel Groves
Robert Boston

431 Dog Paddlers Michael Lawley
Dene Steinberg
Terri Mcfarland
Wayne Smit

419 Benjamin Heary Daniel Heary
Aaron Heary
Christopher Heary
Benjamin Heary

432 Emma's 50 Amanda Nitschke
Emma Lewis
Megan Surette
Rachel Oloughlin

420 BiLo Jonathan Birman
Charles Love
Nicola Birman
Josie Love

433 Flying Fish APS Emma Laing
Nick Laing
Matt Laing
Megan Cherry

421 Bosom Buddy Tracey Harris
Rosemary Cawley
Pamela Flett
Paula Harris

434 Four bros Chris Whitehead
Steve Whitehead
Adam Dixson
Aaron Mckay

422 Carr & Co Divorce and 
Family Lawyers

Benjamin King
Ross Mcclean
Justin Palmer
Mike Mcconnell

435 Four Pronged Approach David Gunther
Edward Hall
Shane Burnett
Kane Letherbarrow

423 Chickens of  the Sea Kate Smyth
Kirsty Docherty
Julie Dunmore
Juliet Lennon

436 Fredag Melina Bardellotto Argyle
Megan Schmiede
Ben Martin
David Hobbs

424 Clownfish Doctors Soo Lim
Lindsay Cowie
Erik Anderson
Chris Gibson

437 Groin to Groin Simon Beaton
Kyle Hodson
Theo Campbell
TBA

425 Coastcare Australia Adin Lang
Scott Burman
Scott Rogan
Paul Ryan

438 H20 Displacement Robin Hibble
Dean Twart
Ed Mellanby
Jenny Edgar

426 Coco's Crusaders Andrew Carter
Candi Debattista
Ross Henry
Brett Jewell

439 Heads above water Mathew Voysey
Liz Palmela
Bert Palmela
Miranda Howard

427 Coights Crew Nathan Gibbs
Kieran Sterrett
Mitch Smith
Ethan Westland

440 here's the kicker Bernard Shapland
Spencer Broard
Trent Carslake
Peter Hendrie

428 Cracking Krakers Stephen O’keefe
Shane Mcgurk
Rob Larbalestier
Steve Rowe

441 Honey and the Bees Alan Tietzel
Lorraine Walter
Christopher Walter
Michael Fischer

429 Dead Budgies Sarah Thomson
William Jones
Ryan Worthington
Sebastian Leathersich

442 Hootie & the Boatfish Emma Richards
Kate Macpherson
Pete Woods
Tim Macpherson
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443 Hot dogs Anna Negus
Annie Smith
Costa Arathimos
Dennison Williams

457 Prawn Supremacy Pat Slevin
Ruby Hamilton
Tiarn Burtenshaw
Imogen Grice

444 Joe's Bait n' Tackle George Lumsden
Miah Okamoto
Francesca Perugia
Peter Berry

458 Pro Bono Lee Christensen
Mike Aitken
Henry Cooke
Maria Kailis

445 Let's Bolt! Kim Bolton
Nick Bolton
Harry Johnson
Sarah Evans

459 QBC 1 Sarah Mcisaac
Royan Norman
Danielle Janse Van Rensburg
Georgia Norton

446 Licorice Supersorts Kara Wright
Ashlee Booker
Brad Hardingham
Stephane Dellac

460 QBC 2 Santana Van As
Raewyn Mann
Taiya Dunn
Emily Dring

447 M&Ms Andrew Mitchell
Oliver Mitchell
Lucy Mitchell
Oliver Marshall

461 QBC 3 Barry Percival
Adriaan Kruger
Duncan Mcissac
Luke Smith

448 Mavericks Andrew Grant
Alex Aberle-Leeming
Monika Plattner
Tara Lewis

462 R U OK? Bronwen Williams
Libby Trickett
Chrystal Desange
Lisa O’neill

449 Mermaid Lovers Club Kacy Mazzini
Brendan Howson
Janelle Pinney
Caroline Kowalski

463 Red Hot Green Jocked 
Bananas

Kate Scanlon
Coralie Doig
Di Studman
Lisette Rooney

450 Newby and the has-beens Stephen Junk
Karen Moffett
Millie Martino
Travis Kell

464 Sailfish Take 2 Joanna Scellier
Jocaster Bronwasser
Ben Chadwick
Eric Carles

451 No Bananas Charles Mcfadyen
Benjamin Braham
Pia Hopkins
Emily Chetwin

465 Sassy Salmons Ella Matthews
Bella Thomson
Lizzie Mclarty
Joe Bonadeo

452 No Pain No Champagne Halesha Diaz
Jemma Day
Susie Johnston
Louise Merrilees

466 Sea Girls Linda Fawcett
Geraldine Fallara
Cindy Mckellar
Kirsty Fuller

453 Not Drowning Waving Stuart Field
Ashley Millar
Lynne Whittle
Mark Graves

467 Sea Hags Chelsea Begley
Jaye Reynolds
Sally Flavel
Emma Johnston

454 Penguins Matthew Bycroft
Matthew Avent
Jack Paparone
Jarad Ould

468 Shark bait Rasheeka Razvi
Poppy Evans
Amelia Crossing
Eva Marsh

455 Perkins TPD Luke Bowden
Matthew Dickie
Michael Bushby
Luke Cousins

469 Shark Fin Soup Kaylene Bozich
Heather Whitehead
Mark Murphy
Brad Hitchcock

456 PodSquad Lisa Iannello
Natalie Turner
Amanda Brown
Erica Horn

470 Shark Mitigation Systems Alex Jolly
Kath Mchenry
Kellie Moxham
Lynda Green
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471 Shearer House Hugo Coulson
Fletcher Wolpers
Denver Quantrill
Connor Smith

485 The Barnacles Jan Mcgowan
Patrick Mcgowan
Chelsea Regan
Terry Dixon

472 Simtandeberek Tania De Abreu
Derek Sexton
Simon Rusiti
Tania De Abreu

486 The Eventual Winners Jon Turner
John Edwards
Russell Lynton-Brown
Nic Muir

473 Sink or Swim Kate Bischof
Sarah Koelsch
Jane Livissianos
Amber Russell

487 The Freo Finsters Penny Dwyer
Gina Price
Phil Jones
Owen Barrett

474 SNAM Amber Johnston-Billings
Marina Campbell
Nick Cernotta
Sarah Rollins

488 The Little Mermaids Sheena Clark
Sacha Howarth
Chalsee Naera
Peter Clark

475 South Cott Physio Open 
Water Champions

Rhys Mainstone
Jessica Pengelly
Kane Radford
Jaime Bowler

489 The Matildas Bevan Warner
David Devenish
Mark Jones
Andrew Lane

476 Spring Chickens Tonya Prendiville
Elizabeth Prendiville
Meg Clarey
Tamala Ranson

490 the snapper heads Travis Williams
MathewThurstun
Corey Muirhead
Jake Joyce

477 Super Smurfs Georgie Cunningham
Mia Cunningham
Hannah Edwards-Smith
Charlie Burton-Quarrell

491 Tri 2 Swim Mari Turner
Paul Taylor
Warwick Webb
Tea Webb

478 Surfaced Anatomy Johanna Mee
Kristen Sheppard
Jack Andringa-Bate
Travis Chong

492 Turbo Durbo Kevin Kelly
John Durbridge
Rachel Born
Wayne Davis

479 Team Ditch Myles Ertzen
Luke Ertzen
Donald Hallinan
Holly Marinovich

493 Two Guys; A Girl and 
Another Girl

Luke Wright
Benjamin Edland
Rhianna Clay
Phoebe Strickland

480 Team GMC Noel Anderson
Preston Anderson
Christopher Anderson
Elizabeth Anderson

494 Why Ferry When You 
Can Swim

Claudia De Abreu
Grace Hendriks
Keara Jacobs
Simona Vitelli

481 Team Gunna Renee Waller
Grant Eastland
Stephen Atherton
Jeff Adam Parker

495 Win All Peter Winnall
Zan Gamble
Greg Biegel
Nicholas Mcconnell

482 Team Ricard Michael Rowe
Alex Yerbury
Christophe Malaurie
Cyril Holyst

496 Swimbats Andrew Hunt
Wayne Morris
Troy Millan
Earl Morgan

483 Team TEKKStars Kelli Featherstone
Kieran Featherstone
Thea Linke
Emma Tapp

497 OTV Legends Scott Spalding 
Nicholas Bond
Robert de Laeter
Andrew Freeman

484 That's a paddlin' Rebecca Moonen
Blair Moonen
Preben Nielsen
Amy Nielsen
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601 2.8 Seconds or Less Deane Barker
Jeff Booth
Bastiaan De Boer
Chris Macquillan
Patrick Verryn
Chris Reeve

610 Bow Movements Ian Watts
William Clark
Sam Visser
Adam Richardson
Tim Watts
Geordie Thuijs

602 Albion Rotto Before 
You

Kristy Brackstone
Lesley Emery
Anna Eisenhauer
Nicola Corsbie
Louise Cole
Sally Bell

611 Casino Crackups Michael Pontefract
Jodie Hamilton
Stephen Humphrys
Barry O’connell
Michael Freney
Ray Adams

603 All In Jane Vince-Jones
Tim Millsteed
Stephen Jones
Stephen Kubicki
Ryan Lamp
Nick Whish

612 Cooley's Cobbers Ryan Dhue
David Cooley
Peter Connor
Pippi Connor
Simon Choo
Peter Macdonald

604 All in the Same Boat Narissa Perks
Tamsyn Black
Amanda Bertoli
Rebecca Foulkes-Taylor
Terry Murray
Narissa Taylor

613 Familia Ed Van Beem
Tom Van Beem
George Van Beem
Ruby Van Beem
Nina Van Beem
Zac Vinten

605 Aquadragons Robyn Ahern
Ermie Robinson
Bill Carmody
Tim Humphry
Lindsey Shepherd
Annette Van Hazel

614 Feral Kittens + one Liz Carson
Jodie Forlonge
Katie Ledgerwood
Lea Edwards
Louise Roberts
Stewie Alcorn

606 Austral Fisheries John Cordin
Tom Nicholls
Sam Colvin
Sam Cordin
Scott Mackinnon
Matt Mackinnon

615 FOMO Barry Colgan
Tully Young
Adam Mullens
Lisa Elden
Emily Sierakowski
Shannan Sheldrick

607 Austral Sustainable 
Seafood

Mark Kalajzich
Aaron Hood
Greg Peirce
Phil Scott
Tessa Garside
Emily Loughnan

616 Freo Flounders Elizabeth Barton
Jane Clarke
Sam Jones
Lise Ashton
Pamela Hoar
Sarah Dominguez

608 Barracuda Delights Kathryn Phillips
Jane Stott
Lynette Telfer
Brad Finch
Katherine Honeybul
Sandra Law

617 Holcim George Williams
Chris Williams
Peter Edwards
Chris Soulos
Jamie Adams
Andrew Repacholi

609 Blackfish Peter Blackmore
Sue Blackmore
James Blackmore
Scott Blackmore
Sam Wright
Jessica Broome

618 Iain's bitches Prudence Thompson
Iain Mccarrey
Sharon Hinchliffe
Gabrielle Thompson
Catherine Rose
Clare Buckley
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619 IS4J Stephen Tidman
Justin Wright
Jarrod Bell
John Liddington
Jonathan Arthurell
Ian Bonney

628 Rotto Express 
Dolphins

Oliver Martin
Jamie Luff
Riley Stolk
Tiana Murphy
Amy Fitzgerald
Mia Roberts

620 JEFF Patrick Johnston
Oliver Girdwood
Taegan Jolly
Ben Edwards
Michael Boyatzis
James Borshoff

629 Scottstorm Danilo Bernini
Doug Henderson
Ben Brennan
Kelly Bennetts
Rachel Tay
Sonia Breen

621 MetroCount Green 
Team

Mike Kenny
Andrew Sullivan
Simon Jon Challen
William Christensen
David Colin Van Senden
John Charles Russell

630 Sea Sisters Jacinta Mcmanus
Lucy Scott
Sophie Fitzhardinge
Sarah Silbert
Catriona Nixon
Susie Growden

622 Mumas : Meares a few 
sPratts but no Wailin

Emma Chapman
Kt Webster
Tamara Swan
Kay Prosser
Hayley Mcnamara
Kylie Blake

631 SlipStream Team Amber Banfield
Drew Banfield
Janelle Rock
John Rock
Bianca Edwards
Mike Edwards

623 Neptune's lost cousins Clinton Matthews
Gregory John Miller
Sophie Claire Miller
Gary Martin O’loughlin
Jemima Jean O’loughlin
Ashley Hemmings

632 Sock it to Sarcoma John Guilfoyle
Geoff Wilson
Gary Ash
Prof  Davis Wood
Robert Kennedy
Paul Hunt

624 Passing the Batton Graeme Rothnie
Meesha Rothnie
Georgia Rothnie
Lauren Rothnie
Brad Rothnie
Caitlyn Rothnie

633 Strait to the Pub Steve Sammut
Sue Power
Sean Webb
Andrew Bloom
Carl Barrett 

625 PLEB TO PUB Dorothy Anderson
Jordan Hendy
Codie Edwards
Claire Dunkley
Jarrad Carlsen
Taneeka Bettenay

634 Subiaco Sports 
Massage Dream Team

Eamon Sullivan
Adam Lucas
Mark Riley
Jim Piper
Bobby Jovanovich
Travis Nederpelt

626 Red Sharks Mums Julia Feutrill
Melissa Murdoch
Ciara Tyson
Lisa Lilleyman
Simon Williams
David Locke

635 Swanny Fairies John Scott
Simon Bedbrook
Gary Couanis
Simon Delestrang
David Sutton
Simon Herbert

627 Rottnest Express Mark Hector
Guy Bailey
Tony Della Maddalena
Gerard Hurst
Darren Tootell
Andrew Mckenzie

636 Swimming365 Team 1 Thomas Picton-Warlow
Rae Foale
Don Scott
Sally Mauk
Sarah Cox
Aidan Schubert
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637 Swimming365 Team 2 Simon Erickson
Katy Langdon
Tim Monaghan
Pete Michael
Tracey Monaghan
Jonica Grayling

644 the flaming rubber 
duckies

Laura Greenwood
Harriet Morris
Ellie Stroud
Hugo Clegg
Ben Ledger
Charlie Castleden

638 Team McIntosh Hamish Mcintosh
Nick Unmack
Cameron Mcintosh
Rob Bates-Smith
Jodie Mcintosh
Joe Bennett

645 Total Aquanauts James Davidson
Andrew Engelbrecht
Alexis Michelides
Toby Cocks
Dan Bahen
Edward Davidson

639 Team PLeisure Puss Paul Long
Chris Bashall
Adam Cook
Jamie Parin
Patrick Parker
Adam Stanley

646 Wallabies And A Frog Jack Newall
David Craig
Matthew Craig
Roderick Hamerlsey
Tom Loh
Julian Tresize

640 TEAM RJV Tim Ryan
James Tranter
Ben O’donnell
Jeremy Hunter
Vince Lombardo
Cameron Mcdonald

647 We'll Just Keep 
Swimming

Annabel Foster
Rebecca Anderson
Alexis Fiocco
Ange Van Es
Kim Wiltshire
Lisa Foster

641 Team TAMS Michael Quenby
Kirsten Hansen
Chris Dwyer
Jay Hays
Brendan O Leary
Maarten Terwal

648 Witness da Fitness! Alexander Danne
Darrin Strange
Ian Wadeson
Paul Richardson
Barry Power
Aaron Plug

642 The crawl daddies James Atkinson
Ben Bartholomaeus
Toby Hambling
Duncan Bunning
Patrick Hollingworth

649 Team SMA2C Lloyd Hopkins 
Jeremy Knowles
Sam Williams
David Hansen
Mike Robertson
Ty Kilburn

643 The Dirty Half  Dozen Kath Warden
Anna Bartlett
Michelle Smith
Sarah Rose
Cathy Muir
Lucy Curnow

650 Beer Sinkers Alexandra (Rosey) Marsh
Annie Kennedy
Lauren Campbell 
Sarah Murphy
Hannah Hudson
Conor Noone 



Race records

Past 25km ultra-marathon solo swimmers records (2016)

Name Time

Bradley Smith 05:34:33.1

Rebekah Weller 06:08:57.0

Naomi Watters 06:18:06.9

Jon Harrison 07:00:54.0

Damon Brown 07:10:35.2

Samuel Smoothy 07:15:20.0

Rob Herkes 07:32:31.0

Michael Berry 08:20:23.6

Martin Smoothy 08:30:25.8

Esther Smoothy 09:36:56.3

Past solo swimmers records (2016)

Name Time Name Time

Sian Williams 04:57:51.2 Jonathan Timms 06:12:31.3

Kieren Jon Lawrenson 05:15:51.3 Rowena Burch 06:19:02.8

Lucy Gibson 05:35:33.0 Jon Turner 06:19:17.4

Stephen Junk 05:37:32.5 Alana Dennis 06:27:46.2

Mark Murphy 05:45:17.3 Andrew Mitchell 06:32:11.3

Mark Prendiville 05:53:54.5 Patrick Prendiville 06:34:13.7

Michael Prendiville 05:53:55.3 Rochelle Haynes 06:35:10.5

James Julian 05:58:08.5 Andrew Page 07:04:39.2

John Edwards 06:02:07.8 Miecha Bradshaw 07:34:10.7

Stephen O'keefe 06:02:54.7 Hannah Mae Brown 07:48:01.4

Russell Lynton-Brown 06:03:57.7 Di Twigg 10:10:58.7

Shane Mcgurk 06:07:59.4
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Past duo records (2016)

Gender Names Time

Mixed Jaime Bowler Benjamin Hewitt 4:27:28.1

Male Alex Dearle Ryan Webb 4:54:48.1

Female Heather Snowdon Kira Flanagan 4:59:07.5

Past team of four records (2016)

Gender Names Time

Mixed Paul Luscombe 
Denita Slatter 

Giacomo Lucivero
Karl Heiden

04:57:51.2

Male Ian Gordon
Brad Hardingham

Gary Claydon
Rohan Hollick

05:15:51.3

Female Chelsea Begley 
Emma Johnston

Jaye Reynolds
Sally Flavel

05:35:33.0

Past team of six records (2016)

Gender Names Time

Mixed Harrison Garland
Adelaide Garland
Chris Guard

Alex Chin  
Millie Martino 
Simon Hunt

4:42:58.6

Male Eamon Sullivan 
Adam Lucas 
Bobby Jovanovich

Jim Piper
Travis Nederpelt 
Mark Riley

4:06:41.1

Female Kirsty Brackstone 
Anna Eisenhauer
Brigid Tait 

Lesley Emery
Nicola Corsbie 
Patricia Burton

4:55:49.7
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The next 

Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub swim 

will be held on  

Saturday 17 March 2018 

©
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